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VVUftiiW wu, 2..tifl a vision

('In the wake of Hurricane Katrina, I have witnessed the
formidable strength of our IREM community. We have rallied to

aid colleagues who have suffered devastating losses because of the

hurricane.

- U.S. states and 12 countries as your national president. Wherever

Over the past 20 months, I have visited IREM members in 22

I go, I feel incredible levels of excitement and energy; a genuine
eagerness to work together to build a stronger organization.

For instance, based on your valuable input and industry -wide scanning, we

established four key strategic goals to drive our organization forward:

Indispensable Resource

Recognized Credentials

Leading Edge Knowledge

Meaningful Chapter Experiences

Because of great teamwork, we have already made amazing progress. We unveiled

IREMFIRST in April 2004, offering a "one -stop shop" for real estate management

knowledge. A task force met this fall to ensure the ongoing evolution of IREM-
FIRST-so expect more leading -edge products on the horizon.

To grow membership and strengthen IREM's presence in the industry, we imple-

mented the most significant membership requirement changes in over a decade in

Januaiy 2005. Recognizing the distinction between candidacy and holding a designa-

tion, we streamlined CPM membership requirements into a checklist format. Plus, we

created a new CPM Candidate application you can complete online. We've received

well over 1,100 CPM Candidate applications to date, more than double the number

of applications we received during 2004.

Our new student and academic membership programs debuted in 2005 as well. By

attracting more young people to the business, we'll make real estate management a
career of choice versus a career of chance.

We've also made great strides in IREM education. This year marks the completion

of our first three-year course revision cycle. We've incorporated the use of personal

computers into our course curriculum, enabling students to capitalize on the latest

technology. By educating more industry professionals and providing them with the
most relevant course content, we strengthen IREM and the industry as a whole.

I am extremely proud of all these achievements. They are a direct result of the

willingness and courage of the IREM team-a genuine collaboration between stakE

members and volunteer leaders-to change when change is necessary.

We share a unified vision for the future. We know where we're going, we know how

to get there and by working together, I know we will get it done. It has truly been an
honor to serve as your national president.

Ton-Sith, CPM

2005 REM President

nov/dec 2005
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I'resident signs energy
bill into law
The recently enacted Energy Policy Act of 2005,

H.R. 6, contains provisions benefiting real estate pro-

fessionals and consumers, including new energy
programs and tax incentives for energy efficiency
enhancements.

The energy efficient commercial buildings deduc-

tion provision aliows a deduction for energy efficient

commercial buildings reducing annual energy and

power consumption by 50 percent, compared to the

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air

Conditioning Engineers standard. The deduction will

equal the Cost of energy efficient property installed dur-

ing construction with a maximum deduction of $1.80

per square foot of the building.

Another favorable provision is the solar energy cred-

it, increasing the tax credit for installation of solar
power capacity from 10 percent to 30 percent.
Equipment using fiber-optic distributed sunlight will

be eligible for the credit. Property placed in service after

December31, 2005 and before January 1, 2008 will be

eligible for the tax deductions and credits.

Small business
health plan legislation
passes house
The U.S. House of Representatives voted 263-165,
passing H.R. 525, the Small Business Health Fairness

Act of 2005, in July. The legislationS sponsored by Rep.

Sam Johnson, R -Texas, amends the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, providing for

the creation of small business health plans, also known

as association health plans.

The plans will allow small businesses to join together,

increasing their bargaining power with health care
providers and lower their overhead costs up to 30 per-
cent. H.R. 525 has been referred to the Senate
Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions.

Senate passes partial
renewal of Patriot Act
The Senate unanimously passed legislation in July, making
most USA Patriot Act provisions permanent and placing
new limitations on the government's use of secret search and

surveillance powers. The House also passed similar legislation.

The Senate bill includes a four-year extension of the govern-

ment's powers to conduct roving wiretaps and seize records from

banks, libraries and various other businesses, while the House

bill extends those provisions for ten years.

Further, the Senate bill strengthens standards requiring
the government to show any records searches are relevant to

an authorized investigation and pertain to the activities of a
suspected agent of a foreign power or an individual connected

to a suspected agent.

The Justice Department prefers the House yersion over the

Senate version. Currently, the House and Senate are working to

reach a compromise.
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Tenants -In -Common
Tenants -in -Common exchanges, characterized by a frac-

tional interest or co -ownership in real estate, have increased

by 330 percent since the 2002 IRS ruling allowing the
exchanges to be used in 1031 tax deferred exchanges.

Currently the exchanges are brokered as both a securities

transaction and a real estate transaction. Often, it is unclear

when to make the distinction between securitized and
non-securitized tenants -in -common exchanges. SEC and

the NASD rules prohibit broker dealers from compensating

non -broker dealers in the brokerage of securitized tenants -

in -common exchanges.

In response to the rules, NAR drafted a proposal to allow

brokered dealers to lower the commission structure for

compensation. The proposal's goal was to not affect rules

substantially but to permit flexibility in the relationship.

A

Violence against women bill
contains new housing title
Legislation was proposed that would add a housing section to

the Violence Against Women Act-a law passed in 1994 to
improve criminal justice and community -based responses to

domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault and stalking.

The bill must be reauthorized every six years.

The legislation, as proposed for FY06, includes a new sec-

tion addressing the housing needs of victims of domestic
abuse. The bill includes grants for shelter programs and other

similar assistance for victims. It also includes changes to
Section 8 and public housing rules, preventing the eviction of

victims because of abuse incidents.

As introduced, the language severely limited a property
owner's ability to evict these tenants for lease violations. IREM

worked with advocates and members of Congress to change
the language.

As passed in the Senate Judiciary Committee, the bill
allows property owners to bifurcate a lease and evict the abus-

er from the property. The bill also allows owners to require vic-

tims to obtain third -party certifications of abuse and permits

eviction for other violations of the lease.

Post Kelo: State legislative actions
Backlash from tile states has been consistent since the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled economic development qualifies as a "pub-

lic purpose" sufficient to satisfy the Fifth Amendmenrc "public

use" requirement for eminent domain in Kelo v. City of New

London. The Court ruled the City of New London did not vio-
late the Fifth Amendment by condemning non -blighted
properties for a private mixed -use development.

Officials in at least 25 states, including California, New Jersey,

New York and Tennessee, have fIled legislation tightening emi-

nent domain laws. States may restrict the use of eminent domain

for economic development by enacting stricter standards for
"public use" than the federally mandated standard.

Less than a week after the Supreme Court's ruling, the
Delaware State Legislature introduced more restrictive legisla-

tion. The governor of Delaware signed SB 217 into law, restrict-

ing the use of eminent domain by the state or a political subdi-
vision to a recognized public use.

Recently. in Alabama. the governor signed SB 68 nro
Law, prohibiting the use of eminent domain for retail, com-

mercial. residential or apartment development for purposes
of generating tax revenue or for the transfer of private prop-

erty to another private party. The new law includes an
exception for blighted property.

In August, the Texas governor signed SB 7 into law
prohibiting condemnation of private property for certain
purposes, including economic development, unless to elim-

inate a slum or blighted area.
Eight states -.---Arkansas, Florida, Illinois, Kentucky,

Massachusetts, Montana, South Carolina and Washington-
enacted laws, prior to the Kelo decision, forbidding the use of
eminent domain for economic development unless it is to
eliminate blighted properties.
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itall

Spread holiday cheer, not fire
Each year, nearly 2,600 individuals are injured, and over $930 mil-
lion in damage is reported as a result of holiday season fires,
according to information provided by the U.S. Fire Administration.

An increased use of decorations, candles and Christmas trees in
residential structures contributes to the increase in fires from
December through early January, according to information provided

by the National Fire Protection Agency and National Fire Incident
Reporting System.

Ignited Christmas trees are likely to increase the dollar loss by three

times per fire and increase fatalities by eight times when they are the

first material to catch fire compared to fires ignited by other materials.

Candle fires are four times more likely to occur during the holiday sea-

son, according to information from the fire protection organizations.

Fire protection organizations offer the following tips to protect
against holiday fires:

 Use non-flammable decorations

 Don't throw wrapping paper in a fireplace
 Make sure artificial trees are flame retardant

 Never put lit candles on a tree
 Dont overload electrical outlets
 Don't leave lit holiday lights unattended

 Select freshly cut trees: Needles on fresh trees are green and won't

break. Identifr an old tree by bouncing the tree trunk on the ground

and making sure a lot of the needles don't fall off.

Mother Nature hurls economy into flux

The aftermath of Hurricane Katrina continues to affect all parts of
the U.S. economy, and the housing market is no exception. Direct

housing needs for evacuees coupled with lower interest rates may pro-

duce long-term consequences for housing, according to the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.

The association said the shortage of building materials may lead to

an increase in construction costs. Additionally, as displaced Gulf Coast

residents relocate to surrounding areas, home sales and rental demand

have spiked throughout the region.

Thus, the association forecasts home sales hitting record highs,

with existing home sales increasing 3.4 percent to 7.02 million this

year and new -home sales rising 6.7 percent to 1.28 million in
2005. Single- and multi -family housing starts are estimated to
grow by 4.8 percent to 2.04 million units this year-the highest
they've been since 1973.

Eastern expansion
A recent study revealed more than 60 percent of

Fortune 1000 corporations are off -shoring to India,

either directly or indirectly, further strengthening its

position among the top five fastest growing

economies in the world.

As the Indian economy grows, real estate profes-

sionals worldwide can benefit from the country's

demand for office space. Last year, off -shoring

accounted for more than 13 milhon square feet of new

office space leased, and that number has continued

growing this year. In fact, Cushman & Wakefield,

AMO, forecasts the demand for office space over the

next five years will be in excess of 125 square feet.

The services outsourced to India have consistent-

ly grown at a compound annual rate of more than 30

percent over the past three years. Cushman &
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QuotabIes

ecotalk

>> Lights out I
Successdemandssinglenessof

If New York City is the city that never sleeps, then why are all the lights out? In an I

purpose.

effort to help save migrating birds and to ultimately save energy, New York civic lead-
I

Vince Lombardi, former NFL coach

ers and real estate groups promoted the Lights Out New York campaign. The city
I

asked owners of tall buildings -40 stories or more-to turn off the decorative light-
Every mile is two in winter.

ing on upper stories from midnight - George Herbert, English Poet
until sunrise during fall and spring
migratory seasons. The campaign also
encourages building tenants to turn off As we express our grati-

lights in unused offices or pull down ____________________________________________ - tude, we must never forget

shades in active offices. that the highest appreciation

Along with the environmental incen- is not to utter words, but to

tive, the campaign offers building owners live by them.

and managers potential for impressive John F. Kennedy, former U.S. president

energy and monetary savings. According to the New York Department of Parks &

Recreation, the owner of a building with 2.5 million square feet of floor space would
"Thanksgiving dinners take 18 hours to

save more than 6 million kilowatt hours of electricity and approximately $625,000
prepare. They are consumed in 12 minutes.

throughout the year by turning off the lights from midnight to sunrise.
Half -times take 12 minutes. This is not coinci-

dence. Erma Bombeck, U.S. humorist
> City smells of progress
Anyone who has driven through Central Indiana can attest to the, well, less -than -

appealing smells emanating from the region's lush farmland. Christmas is a time when everybody

Reynolds, Ind.,-where the smell of livestock is a constant reminder of the town's wants his past forgotten and his present

way of life-is making the most of its surrounding environment, which includes more remembered. What I don't like about office

than 150,000 hogs and several sources of organic waste products within a 15 -mile Christmas parties is looking for a job the next

radius. The 550 -person town will start using animal waste to create alternative energy as day. Phyllis Diller, comedian, actress

part of the state's BioTown, USA project.

The project's goal is to utilize farm resources for alternative energy sources, and the
Nothing says holidays like a cheese

town will work to convert all of its energy sources into renewable energy While the first
Iog. Ellen DeGeneres, talk show host

step of the project involves incorporating corn -based ethanol or soy diesel in vehicles,

the second phase includes using cutting -edge technology to transform animal waste

from area livestock into electricity and natural gas for homes and businesses. If football taught me anything about busi-

ness, it is that you win the game one play at a

>> It's e a s y be I n g g re en time. Fran Tarkenton, former Vikings

Rising gas and energy costs show few signs of slowing down, so it's time to take action quarterback

into our own hands. At least, that's what Verizon decided to do when they built the

now -operating fuel cell project using environmentally -friendly devices to produce
Your most unhappy customers are your

electric power at the company's large call -switching center and administrative build-
greatest source of

ing in Garden City, N.Y.
earning.

By reducing its dependence on commercial electric power, the project is expected to

save Verizon approximately $250,000 annually in commercial power costs and offers
Bill Gates,

many environmental benefits. Verizon installed seven fuel cells capable of generating
founder of Microsoft

200 kilowatts of electrical power per hour. By using electricity from the fuel cells and

reclaiming heat and water produced to heat and cool the building, Verizon said it will

eliminate 11.1 million pounds of carbon dioxide that would have been emitted by a
similar sized fossil -fuel based power plant during one year.
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Famous Properties

Detroit's Renaissance
After years of urban decay, downtown Detroit is having a rebirth thanks
in part to the newly renovated GM Renaissance Center by Diana Mire!

Reviving a burnt -out city takes more than

clever wordplay. Detroit's aptly named
Renaissance Center was built in 1977 to

breathe life into the once -thriving down-

town after the 1967 race riots. Now, 28

years later, the renowned cylinder -shaped

center is finally living up to its name and its

lofty goals.

In 1996, when General Motors pur-
chased the Renaissance Center and moved

its global headquarters there, the company

announced a $5 00 -million renovation

focused on making the center's original mis-

sion of bringing businesses back downtown

a reality. The company hired Hines as both

the development manager and the property

manager of the 5.5 -million -square -foot GM

Renaissance Center. The six -year project was

comDleted in 2004 and had a orofound

tion, the berms were criticized for seem-
ingly fortressing off the center from the
rest of the city. During the renovation, a
new cooling plant was built, and heat was

supplied by Detroit Edison Steam. "This
enabled us to take down the berms and cre-

ate a gracious entrance that embraced the
city," Watters said.

The renovation also centered on revealing

the building's view of the Detroit River, for-

merly obscured by masonry construction

and surface parking. A three-mile waterfront

park and plaza and a five -story glass -enclosed

atrium were built, opening the citys previ-

ously -ignored riverfront to the public and
the center's tenants.

"The glass enclosed atrium, which we call

the Winter Garden, has become a gathering

place for events for both General Motors

located in] rather than having to go through

one central gathering place in order to be
issued the appropriate passes."

Managing a multi -use property takes
plenty of balancing. "We have to preserve an

environment that is welcoming and friendly

with tenants, but also enable large groups to

come in and host events in the Winter
Garden and other public spaces throughout

the center," Watters said.

'While this balancing act can be compli-

cated, Watters said opening up the GM
Renaissance Center to the public has helped

the center become a catalyst for growth and

rebirth in Detroit.

He said: "In general, there has been a
turnaround in the perception of downtown

Detroit, with the central business district as

a location to do business."

impact on the city said Chuck Watters, Vice and outside entities, like

President of Hines. companies and tenants,"
"The GM Renaissance Center has Watters said. :

become a symbol of Detroit and the area," While opening up the cen-

he said. ter was a top development pri-

The facility features a 74-story, 1,300- ority, Hines' property manage -

room Marriott Hotel, managed by Marriott. ment goals focused on balanc-

Hines manages the four 39 -story office tow- ing the security needs of
ers, totaling 2.3 million square feet and sur- General Motors with its 35
rounding the hotel. Each tower rests on a other independent tenants.

five -story podium structure containing "There are four towers

165,000 square feet of retail space, also man- within the GM Renaissance
aged by Hines. Center and we set up separate

New features include an atrium; a sus- reception areas at each of the
pended glass circulation walkway linking the towers," Watters said. "Ii
office towers; a 40,000-square -foot exhibi- General Motors fully occupies

tion space; and the 30,000-square -foot one tower, then they could
General Motors University. have their own security proto-

One major improvement focused on col. Other tenants have identi-

the center's entrance. The original layout fication cards for everyone
had two four-story berms housing the cen- coming in and out. We set it
ter's heating and cooling systems in front up in a way that visitors can go

of the center. From the building's incep- to the tower [their offices are
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 S94hahyboysbornin2004were

named Elvis.
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In 1994, the median cost of real estate

taxes per square foot of downtown office

space in the United States was $1.49 per

square foot. In 2004, the median cost was

$2.05 per square foot.

 From 2001 to 2004, the number of female

 The biggest selling Christmas single of all

time is Bing Crosby's White Christmas.

 The average holiday shopping budget per

person in 2004 was $1,003 in the United

Kingdom; $948 in the United States;

S617 in Spain; and $101 in Japan.

 The five most popular ways to serve

leftover Thanksgiving turkey are on a

sandwich, in soup or stew, in casseroles,

stir -fry or salad.

CPM members rose from 37.1 l)ercent to It came close to never being released U A cornucopia is a horn

45.3 percent.

 Thc, "Baby Boom" peaked in 1957

hen 4,3 million babies were

born in the United States.

Direct property loss

because of fires was esti-

mated at $9.8 billion in 2004

Sea'
Me

www.fi rstgov.gov

because the record companies didn't think of plenty, a symbol

it would be successful commercially, of nature's

productivity.

I Each year 40 percent of all battery sales

occur during the holiday season.

 Scientists have identified 4,000 different

viruses, a fraction of the estimated

400,000 believed to exist on Earth.

The U.S. governnient's official Web portal contains comprehensive gov-

ernment information for citizens, businesses, nonprofit organizations

and federal employees. Resource links include topics sLich as benefits

and grants, public safety and law and money and taxes. The reference

center connects you to government data and statistics, federal forms,

laws and regulations, maps from niultiple government agencies and

news. This Web portal also provides links to state and local government

Web sites and resources relevant to a specific market area.

www.iremfirst.org/financial.cfm

Utilize the financial tools at IREMFIRST to measure property perform-

ance, review key financial formulas and download a reference guide

oil the HP1OBII financial calculator.

www.loopnet.com

Search LoopNet for an extensive online database of commercial real

estate for sale and for lease. More than 300,000 listings for apartment,

office, retail and industrial properties are available. LoopNet members

can list, search, niarket and finance commercial real estate properties

over the Internet-reducing their marketing costs, expanding their

reach and accelerating the pace of transactions.

Pulse Points
Log on to www.irem.org/jpm to answer this issue's online survey.

Real-time results will appear on the site and a final tally will be

published in the next issue.

Question

What is the biggest challenge to managing a mixed -use property?

Ei'Attracting consumers to [V"Managing security issues
lease or buy for tenants

/Managing demands and TIHandling property's overall
expectations of different performance for owner
types of tenants /Proper planning of parking

'Maintaining a good relation- for commercial space and
ship with the surrounding residential dwellings
neighborhood V"Lease administration

V"Managing noise [iOther

The results are in for last issue's poll:

Do the up -front costs of using "green" products in your buildings

outweigh future benefits and savings? "Green" products can

include environmental -friendly cleaning supplies, riontoxic paint,

natural fiber carpets, sustainable wood products, energy -efficient

insulation, solar heating, etc.

35.66% Yes, the up -front costs do outweigh future benefits

3495% No, the up -front costs do not outweigh future benefits

29.31°Io Unsure

Based on 143 responses at press time
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Neutral Parking Rates
East Coast parking rates have little impact on companies'
decisions regarding where to park offices.
by Amanda Kaschube

Gas prices aren't the only car -

related expense shooting
upward, parking rates, especially in

downtown areas, are on the rise. But

just like high gas prices haven't kept

most people from driving, inflated

parking rates haven't kept companies

from locating in areas with premium

parking prices for the sake of their
employees' pocketbooks.

Downtown access and all its

amenities tend to offset parking rates,

which, according to Colliers' North
American Parking Rate Survey, have

JPM® www.irem.org

increased over the past 12 months.
With the economy on an upswing and

new garage developments sparse,

those rates are expected to rise again

during the next 1 2 -month period.

The survey found parking owners

and operators relied on a healthier busi-

ness climate and rising employment to

push rates higher: Most notably, daily

rates have increased by 7.1 percent to

raise the median rate to $14.04.

The East Coast in particular is

experiencing and will continue to
experience a hike in parking rates. The

highest daily parking rate in the

United States was in Midtown

Manhattan, N.Y., at $75.85, followed

by Downtown, N.Y., at $40.

Midtown Manhattan, N.Y.;

Raleigh, N.C.; and Boston were
three of the most expensive cities to
park in, while parking spots in

Washington, D.C., and Hartford,
Conn., cost less. Property managers
in all cities say business hasn't

slowed despite the rate surges.

Pricey parking

Midtown Manhattan ranked as the
most expensive parking district in the

United States with its unreserved

median monthly rate of $492, and it

ranked second with its reserved

median rate of $576.

Reserved parking guarantees a cus-

tomer the same space every day.
Unreserved parking guarantees a cus-

tomer a space upon entry. Daily
parking permits a customer to park for

a full day and not be impacted by
"early bird" restrictions. John Tobin, a

manager at Colliers ABR in

Manhattan, said the impact of those
rates in New York is minimal.

Tobin said parking garages have a

high turnover: Drivers and their com-

panies aren't loyal to any garage.
Companies know employees can be

accommodated by mass transporta-
tion, and driving and parking arc not

required. As a result, parking prices

hardly impact a company's decision on

where to lease offIce space.

In Raleigh, N.C., however, parking

is a necessity, said Beth Ames, an assis-

tant to the property managers at
Collier Pinkard.

"People will pay the fee no matter

what," she said.

Three months is the average wait-

ing period for 20 percent of the
garages in Raleigh. Unreserved and

reserved rates run around $72.50 per

month and $17.50 per day.

The situation in Boston is very

much the same, said Dan Ozelius,
senior vice president of Spaulding &

Slye, a commercial real estate services

firm with an office in Boston. The
median unreserved price of $425, the

median reserved price of $450 and the

median daily rate of $32 don't slow
down Ozelius' rentals, he said.

"Boston is a quirky city-it has
the ability to attract employers and
keep them there," he said. "Parking
rates just don't drive that. It's all

about getting the tenant in and
making them happy and making
sure the building is full."

Property managers said since clos-

ing the deal is paramount, they may
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hardly impact a company's decision on

where to lease offIce space.

In Raleigh, N.C., however, parking

is a necessity, said Beth Ames, an assis-

tant to the property managers at
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"People will pay the fee no matter

what," she said.

Three months is the average wait-

ing period for 20 percent of the
garages in Raleigh. Unreserved and

reserved rates run around $72.50 per

month and $17.50 per day.

The situation in Boston is very

much the same, said Dan Ozelius,
senior vice president of Spaulding &

Slye, a commercial real estate services

firm with an office in Boston. The
median unreserved price of $425, the

median reserved price of $450 and the

median daily rate of $32 don't slow
down Ozelius' rentals, he said.

"Boston is a quirky city-it has
the ability to attract employers and
keep them there," he said. "Parking
rates just don't drive that. It's all

about getting the tenant in and
making them happy and making
sure the building is full."

Property managers said since clos-

ing the deal is paramount, they may



include incentives in the lease like a

free month's rent or allowances for
build out to offset high parking rates.

"Days of free rent and incentive
bonuses to sign leases come and go,

and parking is no different" Ozelius
said. "You do what you have to do. If

it takes six parking spaces to get them

to sign the lease, then the landlord will

make that negotiation."

Smaller cities, less hefty prices

While Washington, D.C.'s unre-
served $265 rate and Hartford
Conn.'s unreserved $196 rate are less

expensive than rates in Midtown,
N.Y., those rates are still high when

compared to the Midwest or West:
Kansas City's median unreserved rate

is $80 and Reno's is $45.

Michael Renner, managing direc-

tor at Spaulding & Slye's Washington,

D.C., office, said if the office market

is strong, high parking rates won't
affect the ability to lease property in
the district.

"Business drives people moving
back downtown," he said. "There's

been a real boom in the D.C.
economy, and it's caused a growth in

residential construction. Washington,

D.C., is starting to be a 24 -hour city

as opposed to a 9-5 city. Parking will

be a factor in office-ing the district."

Renner said with higher operation

costs in the future, the distric's park-

ing rates will also increase, but signing

long-term rents can curb movement.

"Some of the close suburbs' park-

ing rates are equivalent to downtown,"

he said. "If people sign long-term
leases, they're going to stay."

Parking garages often offer addi-
tional services like valet parking,

car washing or detailing to entice
patronage. In Hartford, Conn.,
the 2,290-parking space Morgan
Street garage offers escort service to

and from the vehicle and lockout
assistance. The garage costs $121.90

a month and covers two city blocks.

The State of Connecticut pur-
chased 500 spaces for $6.5 million

and subsidized part of the garage to

keep employees including United
Healthcare downtown, said Jay

Wamester, partner at Colliers Dow
& Condon.

"You get to the point where we

are adding $6 per square foot," he
said. "It's always a challenge when
leasing in downtown Hartford."

Location trumps parking rates

Even with increasing reserved, unre-

served and daily parking rates across

the board, companies aren't running

to the suburbs-good news for

downtown property managers.

"When competing with the sub-
urbs, sometimes it does tip the scales

and makes renting harder," Wamester

said of high rates downtown.

"Suburban buildings tend to be off
the highway and don't have all the
amenities of downtown."

Colliers ABR in Midtown
recently built a new parking garage

next to an existing older building in

Mineola, N.Y., a suburb about 19
miles from downtown.

"It's a necessity: Employees rely on

vehicular transportation a lot more,"
Tobin said of suburban companies.
"People in the surrounding commu-
nity rely on parking."

In Washington, D.C., those look-
ing away from downtown consider
northern Virginia and suburban
Maryland because of its proximity to

public transportation systems.

"Some companies will relocate to

cost-effective places in the suburbs,"

Renner said. "But the farther you go
out, the less connected you are."

In the end, property managers
said leasing comes down to location,

not parking rates.

"If the business is in the suburbs,

they need to be there," Ozelius said.
"If the business is downtown, they
need to be there."
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Pondering public use
Consider possible business development

_______ opportunities generated by Court's ruling
by Pamela V. Rothenberg

Without eminent domain,

the Rockvi!le Town

Center redevelopment project-a
mixed -use public, commercial, resi-

dential, retail, cultural, restaurant and

entertainment space under construc-

tion in Rockville, Md.-wou!d still
be just an idea, not a construction site.

After previous unsuccessful

attempts to redevelop downtown
Rockville and residents repeatedly
requesting a revitalized town center,

the city developed a new town center

master plan involving-from the
public sector-the city, Montgomery

County, the State of Maryland and
the federal government, as well as-
from the private sector-a nationally

known retail developer and a resi-
dential developer.

Prior to beginning the project, the

city condemned and relocated several

businesses operating on the proposed

town center's site. Since the project

incorporates true public uses, includ-

ing four municipal parking facilities,

a public square and a new regional
library-fulfilling the requirements
of Maryland's relatively liberal emi-

nent domain statute-the condem-
nation actions succeeded, despite
challenges similar to those presented

in Kelo v. City of New London,
Conn., decided by the U.S. Supreme

Court earlier this year.

In Kelo, the Court held New
London's proposal to condemn pri-

vately owned real estate for economic

development purposes qualified as

public use within the Takings Clause

of the Fifth Amendment. The amend-

ment prohibits government from tak-

ing private property unless its taken

for public use in exchange for just
compensation.

The principal legal issue most often

facing courts in condemnation cases is

whether the government's proposed
use of the condemned property consti-

tutes a "public use" under relevant state

or federal eminent domain statutes.

Highways, schools, parks or public

municipalities are the most recogniz-

able and narrowly construed examples

of public use. However, public use can

be more liberally interpreted to equate

with "public purpose," permitting
government to impose eminent

domain on a community for both
public and private interests-mci ud-

ing those of private developers.

The broader interpretation of pub-

lic use presents a host of slippery -slope

issues. For example, a public/private

partnership's redevelopment project

designed to revitalize a community's

economic health-like in the Kelo
case-might constitute a permitted
public use by producing increased
taxes, adding jobs and improving
housing, despite not being an entirely

public project.

It seems relatively clear the relaxed

public purpose precedent Kelo gener-

ated-regardless of whether you agree

with the decision-will afford munic-

ipalities greater flexibility to partner

with private developers for redevelop-

ment projects.

The Rockville Town Center, now

in its first phase of construction,
demonstrates how a municipality can

utilize its power of eminent domain

and team up with private developers to

respond to citizen demands for com-

munity revitalization-transforming
the heart of a city into a focal point for

civic, social and business activity.

Developers should be on the
lookout for other opportunities, sim-

ilar to the Rockville Town Center,
that may result from the Supreme
Court's decision. E

Pamela V. Rothenberg (prothenberg©wcsr.com)

is a member of the Real Estate Development and

Real Estate Technology Groups at Womble
Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, PLLC. Paul 1. Glasgow,

Rockville, Md's city attorney, contributed to
this column.
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Perhaps it's a sign you should ask Sherwin-Williams.

At Sherwin-Williams, we can spruce up the inside, so you can clean up the
I

yard. With our Unit Express total support for property management, we'll
I

take care of all your needs-from paints to flooring to window treatments.
I

We offer a wide range of styles and brands, expert design advice, and
I ______

coatings that are both beautiful and durable. And with more than 3,000
I

Sherwin-Williams locations, our helpful experts are just the
I

around corner,
to help you take down those unsightly vacancy signs faster than ever

I SHERvVIN.MOHAWKmstrong before. To learn more about our products and services for property
I fILLIAMS.

MIIC' management, contact your Sherwin-Williams representative, or call
I

1-800-524-5979 to have a rep contact you.
I

sherwin-williams.com 2OO5 Th, Sh,wjn.WIIi,,, Co,pny
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Hot topics, lasting impressions
Conferences prove beneficial for attendees

_______ wanting perspective, industry knowledge
by Scott Morey

The sun has set, and summer is

a distant memory. But the
lessons I learned last summer, during

the busiest conference season of the

year for real estate technology profes-

sionals have not been forgotten.

My conference schedule usually

begins in early June with RealCornm

and wraps up in September with
Oracle's OpenWorld conference. In
between, most major real estate soft-

ware companies hold conferences to

debut their latest releases.

A number of themes worth not-
ing surfaced at these conferences
from both customer and software
company sides.

For one, most real estate compa-
flies appear interested in leasing -relat-

ed software but wish they had more

and better choices to meet their
immediate needs. Although the soft-

ware applications and associated func-

tionality are improving, most compa-

nies have chosen to keep their own
custom solutions. In 2006 I expect to

see better offerings in the marketplace

for all asset types and most real estate

software companies continuing to
focus time and money in this area.

Building automation-a foreign
concept three years ago-is another
hot button topic at conferences.

Ultimately, building automation helps

property engineers-a neglected group

at most companies, even though their

work keeps our properties occupied.

Thankfully this group is getting some

much deserved attention, and they are

seeing software products and technolo-

gy allowing them to further improve

the quality of services they perform
through efficiency.

However, some "too good to be
true" products are also on the market,

hindering instead of helping property

engineers' work, lowering the quality

of services despite a higher price tag

and big promises. These products are

not too different from the solutions

and the associated marketing environ-

ment existing four or five years ago

concerning leasing solutions.

Finally, discussion about the

United States' building operation
techniques and associated technology

lagging behind those in Asia and
Europe is another significant theme at

many of these conferences.

Some amazing projects, however,

are currently underway or already
completed in the United States. The

new AOL/TimeWarner building in
New York with its wireless technology

and building control systems; the

DestinyUSA project-designed to be
the world's largest enclosed and inte-

grated structure operating 100 percent

free of fossil fuels-also underway in

New York; and the Xanadu project in

New Jersey with its multimedia con-

cepts integrated in retail space are
proof innovative projects are catching

on in the states.

Collectively, however, in the

United States and abroad, I do not
think one single real estate technology

company or asset is handling every

aspect of the industry extremely well.

This gives us all a chance to learn from

someone else, regardless of geography.

With the emergence of REITs in
Europe in 2006 and development
opportunities in Asia, real estate and

technology are gaining a more global

perspective.

Just as we can gain perspective
from watching and studying our peers

or competition, we gain perspective
from attending conferences and
immersing ourselves in the industry.

And while I might not see the sun or

attend a conference for a while-until
next summer-I can I apply the
lessons I learned all year long. Li

Scott Morey (scottmorey@realfoundations.net)

is the managing director of RealFoundations Inc.
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When you're managing several properties, you're always thinking about your business. So are we.
That's why we developed Timberline Office. It lets you and your team organize and track time -sensitive
information like CAM's, CPI's, even scheduled increases. You'll know the Status on all your leases
instantly, so there won't be any missed revenue opportunities. Timberline Office from Best Software software
was created precisely with your business in mind. timberline.com

TIMBERLINE OFFICE: A complete view of your property situation

2004 8es Software, Inc. All rights reserved, Best Software and Timberline a;e ;egistered trademarks of Best Software, Inc and/or its affiliated entitles.
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Class act
IREM's ethics course keeps CPMs
informed, aware of ethical boundaries

by Greg Coleman, CPM

If it's been a while since you
took the IREM ethics course,

Ethics for the Real Estate Manager, you

might consider taking it again.

In a constantly changing world
with rules and standards constantly

being stretched, it's good to have a set

of guidelines to always fall back on and

refer to when greeted with a situation

teetering on ethical boundaries. In

some instances, you might even be
unaware a business decision is consid-

ered unethical.

IREM is known for having and
enforcing a code of ethics: You can
count on its ethics course to answer

most of your questions or resolve any

doubts. In fact, the course even goes

beyond answering your questions to

addressing ethical dilemmas you per-

haps never even considered.

The ethics course covers several

issues that can make a real difference in

understanding when and where you

might be unknowingly violating ethi-

cal standards:

HUD regulations governing HUD
loan documents preclude property

management fee -sharing between

the management company and
owner. Quite innocently, a property

manager, not having seen the loan

documents, could agree to share the

fee, thereby violating the law. This

also applies to aggregating property

insurance under a blanket policy
and then sharing the savings.

 Receiving a corporate benefit, like

free banking services, by agreeing to

keep a certain balance in each client

account requires disclosure, even
though the bank is making up the

cost of your free service by gaining

the float on client accounts. The
same scenario can apply to any out -

sourced service, like payroll, where

the management company receives

a benefit by giving all the client pay-

roll business to a vendor. If you do

it, disclose it in writing.

 What do you do, if several years
after losing a management assign-

ment when a property sold, you
receive a $15 check in the mail
from a collection agency represent-

ing the proceeds from an account
turned over for collection?

Obviously, the money belongs to
the seller, but what if you don't
know where the seller's located?

Would your decision be different if

the amount was $5,000? What if
the seller had a joint venture with

multiple investors? Do you know if

your state has a law regarding
unclaimed monies? Adding a sen-

tence to your management agree-

ment allowing you to recover your

costs to process the payment is an

ideal solution: Your ethical radar

won't go off, and you'll have a poli-

cy to which all parties have agreed.

A variety of ethical dilemmas come

up for real estate managers. At the
time, some might seem quite inno-
cent, but if you have any doubt and
you hear a warning signal from your

ethics radar, pay attention.

Your reputation is your greatest

asset, It can be lost in an instant, but it

takes a lifetime to repair. The IREM

ethics course provides useful and prac-

tical information capable of protecting

you and preventing you from making

innocent mistakes that can become
serious problems.
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ethics are some of the foundation
blocks distinguishing a CPM from an
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William Jefferson Clinton Presidential Library, Little Rock, Arkansas,
Painted By K&R/CHRISTOPHER, INC.

Not many contractors

can paint a job like this...
Chicago's premier Painting and Decorating Contractors belong to

Chicago PDCA'FCA. . .and employ only highly -skilled Union tradesmen hired
through Painters' District Council No. 14 and its Union affiliates.

They're trained, equipped, and motivated to tackle the tough jobs that
less -capable painters fear....

Call 630/393-1313 today for a fzi Directory Listing Chicagoland's finest
Union Painting Contractors!

CHICAGO PDCA/FCA
3s530 Mignin Drive EJ Warrenville, IL 60555 630/393-1313 FAX: 630/393-1393

Look for our Directory of Qualified Union Contractors at: wwwchicagopdca.org
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Make new friends, keep the old
Going out on limb to win new accounts, vital
to any company's survival and success

by Chris DeVany

Over the past decade, the con-

cept of winning new

accounts has lost its luster, drowned

out by talk of customer relationship

management and taking care of

existing customers.

While customer relationship man-

agement is important, leveraging what

you are already doing effectively with

existing customers along with winning

new accounts is necessary.

Since effectively managing account

relationships helps generate new busi-

ness, consider these ten points when

working with existing clients:

1. Regularly communicate with

clients by mail, e-mail and phone.

2. Be gracious: Thank them for
their business.

3. Continually ask, "How may I
help you?"

4. Ask clients questions: "How are

things going?" "What's going well?"

and "What is the biggest challenge
you're facing right now?"

5. Ask clients if they would like
your help.

6. Offer to help, starting with a
proposal/agreement draft.

7. Send clients helpful informa-
tion: If the information is invaluable,

you will be considered invaluable.

8. Give clients a choice of response

mechanisms like postage -paid cards, e-

mail or an 800 number,

9. Respond faster than your corn -

petition to service requests.

JPM www.irem.org

10. Don't make promises you can't

keep, and exceed expectations through

delivery.

In order to win new accounts, con-

tinue mastering items on this list-
things I hope you are already doing
well-and then build on the list by
asking for referrals from already satis-

fied customers. Add these referrals to

your existing mailing and communi-

cations list, incorporating them into

your existing customer relationship

management system or software.

If you're at a loss when it comes to

customer relationship software, so
many wonderful and helpful progranis

are out there now to come to your res-

cue. With a little bit of research, you

should be able to find new and inno-

vative packages suitable for your indi-

vidual or company's needs.

If you're not at a loss when it

comes to customer relationship
software, you are probably satisfied
with what you currently use.

Perhaps you would like some help

utilizing what you have in place
more effectively.

If so, consider mailing to your
customers and prospects four times
a year, preferably during the middle

of February, May, August and
November, when mail volume is rel-

atively lighter than usual. Another
option is to write articles and have
them published where they can be
seen by customers and prospective

customers: Ask customers and

prospective customers which publi-
cations they read, Web sites they
regularly visit and other media out-
lets they access or frequent.

We've started you down the road to

winning new accounts with some
guidelines. Here's wishing you success,

as you effectively master and initiate

profitable relationships! n

Chris DeVany (cdevany@ppiw.com) is the

founder and president of Pinnacle Performance
Improvement Worldwide.
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Committed to  rebuilding
lives, homes, businesses, communities

IREM Foundation
Hurricane Relief Fund

Hundreds of thousands of people were affected by this

disaster. We realize we cannot help all of them - but we

can help some of them. And if we can help, we must.

______ 41'

Help IREM members and other victims affected by Hurricane
Katrina throughout the Gulf Coast

 The IREM Foundation is matching the first $25,000
donated from its general operating fund

 100% of all donated funds will be used to
help the victims of Hurricane Katrina

 You can help by making a tax-deductible contribution
to the Hurricane Relief Fund at the IREM Foundation,
a 501(c)(3) not -for-profit organization:

Online at wwwiremfoundation.org

 By mail to the IREM Foundation, 430 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611

By phone by calling 1-800-837-0706, ext. 6008

Visit IREM's Hurricane Response Center at www.irem.org to learn
more about other ways to help hurricane victims rebuild their lives.

430 North Michigan Avenue

IREM FOUNDATION chicago, Illinois 60611-4090
lNcJTnrrE OF RFA! FSFATE MANAGEMENT www.iremfoundation.org
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Boom in mixed -use building development spans from big cities to suburbs, transcending
buildings' images from cheap to chic by Dame!! Little

. __

developers and property managers are going the

distance to accommodate the growing number

of affluent residents and upscale tenants inter-

ested in leasing space in mixed -use properties

promoting an image of luxury and convenience.

Local, basic retailers are no longer the sole businesses

willing to occupy ground floors of residential buildings.

Residential over retail is the latest trend in the smart
growth movement, and upscale mixed -use developments

are sprouting up across the country.

Mixed -use properties take vertical leap
Retailers consider vertical communities ideal for mixed -use

projects. Major chains like Whole Foods Market, Safeway

and Starbucks have targeted residents of vertical communi-

ties as a key customer demographic.

Additionally, city planners are embracing vertical living as

an efficient use of precious land. And it's not just developers

in urban centers like New York and Chicago looking to
expand ground -floor commercial leasing. First and second

ring suburbs and small and mid -sized towns are getting on

board too.

"You're seeing this kind of growth from big cities like

Chicago to smaller areas like here in Pullman, Washington,"

said Glenn Crellin, director of the Washington Center for Real

tenants wanting to be on higher floors-could become the

most valuable space in the building with the right retail tenant.

"The benefits are a wealthier clientele, a faster lease -up

and an easier rent collection because you can have one retail

tenant renting multiple floors," said David Gantt, a Chicago -

area property manager who has managed several mixed -use

buildings, including Marina Towers in downtown Chicago.

"If everything works right and it is well thought out, it can

be very good."

Matchmaking
To reap the benefits of managing mixed -use properties,
selecting the right tenant is key. A first -floor retailer can eas-

ily become the most public face of the entire building,
defining the building's image to most outsiders. A property

manager has to consider if the retailer fits in with the over-

all vision for the building and consider how that vision may

change in the future.

"You don't want a bail bondsman on your ground floor,"

said Steve Wilson, senior vice president at AvalonBay
Communities, which owns or holds interest in 150 apart-

ment communities across the country-several of which
are mixed use.

Wilson considers retailers big and small, restaurants and

cafes-anything meshing with his overall view of his devel-
Estate Research. Pullman, Wash., has a population of about opments.

25,000 people. "For around the past 15 years, I think we've had

something going on that hasn't been statistically categorized,

but there's plenty of anecdotal evidence that it's happening."

The boom in mixed -use development can mean big oppor-

tunities for property managers. The ground floor-typically

pulling in lower rents from traditional residential and office

"You want neighborhood -serving retail, amenity based,"

Wilson said. "You have to consider if it is something that's

going to add to your community." AvalonBay is currently

developing a project in Manhattan with a Whole Foods
Market on the ground floor. "That's a perfect match of a
retailer for that type of residential community."
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Whole Foods Market is just as happy with the match.
Dense, urban areas like Manhattan are just the kind of
communities where 'Whole Foods wants to locate because

the company has targeted college graduates in urban set-

tings as a key demographic. Currently, Whole Foods has
stores in mixed -use buildings in New York, Chicago,
Portland, San Francisco and Baltimore, with more planned

for Seattle, Miami and Minneapolis.

"When you're looking in these dense urban markets,
the price of real estate is very expensive," said Jim Sud,

an executive vice president at Whole Foods. "Our ideal
situation is to find a location in an urban market where
we can just build a standalone store. But because the
land is so expensive, it requires additional development
in order to bring down our costs. And the only way to
make that happen is to go vertical, either through an
office on top or residential."

A retailer's ability to pay rent is always a consideration.

Dealing with major retail chains like Whole Foods, real
estate managers can feel confident the rent will come in on

time, said Chicago -area property manager Gantt. But con-
sidering a startup business as a tenant will require more due

diligence to determine whether the selection is a viable
business decision.

"The last thing you want is somebody going dark on
your ground floor," Wilson said. "It's an absolute black eye

if you've got vacant retail space because it's the first thing
people see. It's going to be the
most visible part of the project,

and it gives a certain stigma to
the building."

Multiple uses mean

multiple challenges

While mixing retail tenants and

residents has advantages, even
with the right tenant, it's chal-
lenging. Property managers

struggle with tenants' and resi-
dents' conflicting needs, their

varying ideas about how the
property should function and
their unfamiliarity with mixed -

use properties.

"A property manager needs
two hea4s to deal with a mixed -

use building," Gantt said. "One head that can work with the

residents and be user-friendly, and one head that can work

with the commercial tenants and be strong enough to say to

them that these are the things you have to do in order to stay

here and keep everybody happy."

One of the biggest issues for most retailers is parking.
Retailers like free, open parking for their customers, while

residents like secured parking. And while retailers want to

attract as many people as possible to the building, residents

are often bothered by large crowds milling around their
homes, said Ed McKeegan, president of MEl Real Estate
Services in Los Angeles.

Real estate managers must also deal with control issues

specific to retailers. If a retailer's business is struggling, the

property manager may have little input to affect the situa-

tion. Unlike in a shopping mall, where the landlord is more

of a partner with retailers, a retailer in a mixed -use building

typically has much more autonomy, Gantt said.

"The property manager is more or less helpless in telling

the retail tenant how to run his business or how to conduct

his [public relations], which is his [public relations] and not

your [public relations]," Gantt said. "So the manager there is

pretty passive."

Aside from ideological differences, details like trash and

snow removal, fire safety noise and the building's appearance

are common sources of contention. Most of the differences,

though, come down to a lack of education among residents

Whole Foods is leasing space in the lime Warner buildings basement in New York City. Other
major chains like Starbucks and Sat eway are targeting residents in vertical communities as
a consumer base, also leasing out ground floor spaces in mixed -use buildings.
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and tenants about life in mixed -use developments. Educating

tenants and residents is one of the greatest challenges of man-

aging these properties, said Tim Broms, president of Cities

Management in Minneapolis.

"In the Twin Cities, there's a huge lack of understanding

about what it means to live in a common interest communi-

ty-that you have to live with neighbors, that you have to

share," Broms said. "At the same time you've got retailers that

also have never had to deal with homeowners being right

above them. Getting those two groups of people to get along

is a challenge."

Property managers of mixed -use buildings in San
Diego experience the same problems in educating build-
ing dwellers, said Tom Olson, a property manager at
Champion Development. Champion manages the

Pasadena Collection, a condo -retail development in
Pasadena's financial district.

"I think a lot of the residents don't really understand
what they're getting into, especially in a development in

San Diego, where it's a fairly new urban environment," he

said. "A lot of these people are enamored with living in an

urban environment, and they see all the positives. But they

don't understand some of the drawbacks. You've got park-

ing issues, you've got the noise factor, you've got a lot of
people going to these retail establishments late into the
evening. And you've got greater vehicle and pedestrian traf-

fic. This isn't New York, and many of these residents aren't

prepared for that."

Real estate managers spell it out

Hammering out a detailed lease with retailers-a challenge

in itself considering the complexity of the situation-is
necessary before anyone signs the dotted line.

agreements for tenants are fairly sim-

ple, but they can get complicated for retailers," McKeegan

said. "What's billed to a residential tenant is straightforward-

gas, electric and cable. It can get dicey figuring out what gets

billed back to the retail tenants. You've got escalators going to

the second floor-does
that get billed to the

tenant? How much of
parking gets billed back

to the retail tenant?"

The Pasadena Collection in Pasadena, Calif., is a mixed -use development hosting condos, lofts, offices,
retail and restaurants. Linda Arroz, co-owner of Dermology Med Spa, a ground floor tenant in the
development, signed an 85 -page lease regulating everything from parking to how much air conditioning
her business could use.

Property managers

must consider whether
retail and residential
parking can be segregat-

ed, the price of parking
for retailers, options for

common areas like
lobbies, trash pickup
arrangements, and opera-

tional and remodeling
hours for retailers. All of

these issues must be care-

fully considered by both

parties before a deal can

be made.
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Lease legalese
Creating a lease for a mixed -use development can

be tricky, especially when addressing tenants.

Below are some issues to consider before

letting a tenant sign the dotted line:

 Trash pickup for residents and tenants

 Parking fees

 Operation hours for tenant businesses

 Energy costs

 Noise

 Options for common areas

Linda Arroz, co-owner of Dermology Med Spa, a
ground -floor tenant at the Pasadena Collection, discov-
ered first hand the complexities involved in a mixed -use
lease agreement.

"Let's just say it was an exhilarating ride to be confronted

with an 85 -page lease, and to read it, learn it, try to under-

stand it and negotiate it," Arroz said.

Her lease agreement covered everything from how
much she has to pay for the building's common areas to
the hours of the day her contractors can make noise. She

required more air conditioning than her landlord was
willing to provide, so the agreement spelled out how
much she would have to pay to boost it. Her share of the
parking fees had to be worked out too. Also, the Pasadena

Collection originally wanted her spa to be open seven
days a week. But concerned whether the market for her
startup's services justified that, Arroz negotiated it down
to six days a week.

"It's been an incredible learning experience, and I'm bet-

ter for it," Arroz said. She was prepared to do whatever it

took to snag a space in this upscale, sophisticated neighbor-

hood in Pasadena, with its largely affluent, white-collar work

force. That's exactly the kind of demographics she needs for

her high -end spa services.

"The vacancy rates are very low here," she said, "so find-

ing a great location with the right mix of neighborhood busi-

nesses is more important than anything."

Spreading the wealth
Suburbs like cities are also benefiting from the explosion
of mixed -use developments, real estate managers said.

Broms said he is working on about two dozen mixed -use

projects around the Twin Cities area, mostly in the inner -

ring suburban areas.

"In the Twin Cities, there's very little mixed -use devel-

opment happening in downtown Minneapolis and St. Paul.

But there's a lot of that happening in the suburbs," he said.

"There's such a lack of buildable land that developers are

finding these little pockets where they can tear down some

existing retail and replace the retail and put residential on

top of it. We see that happening on lots of street corners all
over the place."

Suburban interest in mixed -use development is one of
the major engines driving its growth. Real estate experts

point to two reasons behind the suburban trend. One is
demographic changes in the suburban population. A new

type of household is growing in the suburbs, beyond just

married couples with two kids. More single people,
divorced people and elderly people are living in the
suburbs, and they don't necessarily want to live in the
traditional single family home, creating a market for
new types of residential housing.

The second reason is a hyper -competitive retail market

to

uct from the competition. "The idea of the suburban
mall is tired, it's worn out, it's 30 years old, and people
have seen them before," said Brent Ryan, an urban plan-
ning professor at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
"Residential over retail is something new. You create a
new main street, you put residential above it, and you put

high -end retail below. It's a novel idea, but it's got this
nostalgic appeal. It's a win -win for everybody. That's why

you're seeing this happening in the suburbs."

Both in urban centers and suburbs, city planners see
residential over retail as a positive step in residential
development.

"People do recognize that we ought to have smart
growth," said Paul Ong, director of the Lewis Center for
Regional Policy Studies at the University of California in

Los Angeles. "There's a constituency out there that wants
this type of development. And I think in the long run,
cities like Los Angeles and a number of other areas will
find it's hard to sustain economic viability and real
growth without taking a good look at this trend." E

Darnell Little is a contributing writer for JPM. Questions regarding this
article can be sent to kgunderson©irem.org.
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Special
Treatment

Property management firms cater to tenants' wish lists with
amenities in name of retention and attracting clients byAliceD.Wilson,RPA

0 ffice managers at 190

South LaSalle in Chicago
can cross the holiday office

party headaches off their list. A full-

time, lobby -located concierge will act

as event manager and arrange all the

time-consuming details like cater-

ing, location, entertainment and
sound systems.

The concierge is just one perk
under the expansive umbrella of
services Jones Lang LaSalle offers

its tenants. Mark W. Collins, senior

vice president at Jones Lang

LaSalle, said tenant amenities,

whether part of building operating

expenses or reimbursable services,

are geared toward attracting and
retaining tenants.

"The market is responding to
companies that demand that dif-
ferent level of service," he said.

Approaching
innovative amenities
Does your building allow you to

plug and play? SENTRE Partners'

600,000 square foot One America

Plaza in San Diego does. It has a
fiber optic backbone architecture
providing a building network in
the city's largest high rise.

Matt Spathas, CEO of Bandwidth
Now and a partner at SENTRE
Partners, described the network as
"the next generation workplace."
Installation costs range from $1 to
$1.25 per square foot, including

equipment. The fiber optic core offers

four benefits-aggregated bandwidth,
automated Internet technology, inte-
grated building systems and wireless

Internet (WiFi) capability.

One America Plaza's aggregated

bandwidth is at least five times
faster than traditional T- 1 access.

Rather than enlist individual

Internet providers, tenants can pay

$250 per month to Bandwidth
Now for such services. Tenants save

approximately $500 to $1,000
per month compared to typical

Internet providers, Spathas said.

The optical network allows
Internet protocol for potentially
every product in the building. Any

item assigned an Intenet protocol

address, courtesy of a microchip, is

Web -enabled for tracking and
management via internet.

For example, Philips is intro-

ducing the first Internet protocol

light bulbs in Asia, allowing
owners to know exactly when a
light bulb will expire, rather

than tenants reporting burned -
out bulbs.

Protocol telephones provide
another illustration. The land-
lord of the future may simply
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hand tenants a set of wireless
telephones featuring a multi-
tude of web -enabled tools
including 'find me, follow me'

technology, allowing a tele-

phone call to be routed to a
variety of locations.

Spathas said WiFi enable-
ment allows Internet access "like

a drinking fountain," meaning it

is ubiquitous throughout the
building. Tenants and visitors no

longer need to open computers,

type in passwords and log on the

Internet. 'While WiFi is becom-

ing more popular for the com-
mon areas of some buildings,
Spathas said One America Plaza

is truly innovative, with its 100

percent building -wide WiFi.

Spathas expects the future
real estate industry to treat
aggregate bandwidth like a

fourth utility akin to water, gas

and electricity He likened the
technology -shy real estate

industry to past innovations,
when "kerosene probably lost some
guys to electricity."

Your own exclusive club
Fodor's travel guide describes 190
South LaSalle in Chicago as a tourist

must -see. Designed by John Burgee
and Phillip Johnson in the mid -
1980s, the post modern building
touts a spectacular gold leaf vaulted
lobby, according to the guide.

The 800,000 square -foot high-rise

competes with new construction by
offering luxurious venues like its former

library atop the 40 -story building. The

6,500 square -foot space, with its peaked

roof and expensive finishes is being ren-

ovated as an eating, drinking and social

club for tenants. The space will provide

a bar, catering services and 150 banquet

seats. Books will remain in the space
to keep its ivy league feel, said Brooke

Filkins, vice president of public relations

at Jones Lang LaSalle. The no -cash club

will bill members via a club card tied to

a personal credit card. Otherwise, the

club's operating expenses are common

area expenditures.

Collins said tenant lease decision
makers "take into account how people

will be treated in the building and want

people to be as comfortable as possi-

ble," particularly the professional serv-

ices firms logging long hours.

Expediting service and
profit through software
Traditional service requests like after-

hours air conditioning, lock and key

changes and handyman jobs

are still the mainstay of ten-

ant reimbursements. These
services are typically billed at

cost, sometimes with a nom-
inal fee. Asking for

additional services has never

been easier.

Double click, and watch
an engineer appear. Equity
Office Properties presents ten-

ants with a customized web
page called Working@Page

for service requests. The infor-

mation travels via wireless
technology to building engi-

neers. Tenants can access the

web page any time, any day.

Tenants can also use the
traditional telephone. When
a work order is received,

regardless of how it was sent,
all requests are tracked
online. Approximately 70
percent of Equity Office
Properties' work orders
arrive via Internet. David

Baruch, the company's senior vice
president and chief information officer

said service center calls have decreased

25 percent because of the online adop-

tion rate and the proactive approach

toward preventive maintenance. The
firm receives nearly 500,000 service

requests a year from more than 625
properties nationwide.

Jones Lang LaSalle uses JD
Edwards tenant service software for
automated invoicing. If a tenant
requests a building engineer's time
for extra chores, the automated work
order system invoices the tenant
while deducting the engineer's time
from building operating expenses.
Building inventory used for addi-
tional services outside the scope of
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the tenant lease is accounted for in
the same manner.

The bottom line

Landlords reap economic returns in

one of two ways with respect to tenant

services, either via billable expenses or

through high tenant attraction and
retention rates.

According to the Building Owners

and Managers Association (BOMA)

2005 Experience Exchange Report, the

national average for tenant services is

$0.38 per rentable square foot annually.

BOMA defines tenant services as "all

income derived from services rendered

to or for a tenant outside the scope of

the lease document, including things
like after-hours HVAC, extra electricity,

extra cleaning, additional repairs and

maintenance."

Quantifying a true industry average

for billable tenant services is difficult.

For example, Equity Office Properties

listed tenant reimbursements at close to

$100 million in the first quarter of
2005, which spread over a 124,500,000

square -foot portfolio amounting to
$3.20 per square foot annually. The
company's investor relations did not
respond to inquiry regarding its defini-

tion of tenant reimbursement.

Jones Lang LaSalle's Collins said
he focuses on value-added amenities

for tenant retention rather than
immediate bottom line results.

"We don't ask if it will add to the bot-

tom line, but rather, is this something the

market demands and wants?" he said.

The difficult -to -quantify reward of

tenant retention poses fuzzy math
questions, but the costly loss of tenants

Other Tenant Services
Concierge services

Economies of scale generally make a concierge feasi-

ble for commercial buildings over 100,000 square feet.

Richard Primrose, President of Boston -based

Palladion Services LLC said, "In order to differentiate

themselves, property managers are gravitating

toward concierge services." Primrose places particu-

lar emphasis on service and focuses on "attracting

folks from the hospitality industry as opposed to the

paramilitary types" and obtaining employees with an

"innate sense of customer service skills."

Web -enabled parking

At One America Plaza in San Diego, garage visitors

insert their credit cards for payment and park. The

property manager can validate visitor parking by
clicking on a computer screen. The web -enabled

parking tool allows tenants to switch from a cum-

bersome system Spathas called "a paper process

without a paper trail" to a system that truly tracks

is intuitive. Consider a theoretical

5,000 square foot tenant vacating a
space. Assume a three-month loss to
lease at $20 per square foot annually, a

$5 per square -foot lease commission

and minimal $5 per square foot paint

and carpet tenant improvements. We
won't even assume any marketing or
legal costs to negotiate a new lease.
The total $15 amortized over five
years at six percent interest represents a

nearly $3.50 per square foot annual
rental premium the landlord must
procure from the replacement tenant

just to match the lease deal the land-
lord previously had in place. It makes

economic sense to keep tenants happy

and serviced over the long term. E

Alice Wilson is a contributing writer for JPM.
Questions regarding this article can be sent to
kgunderson@irem.org.

parking statistics and lowers operating expenses
by reducing the number of parking attendants. And

if you really need a paper receipt, the new system

allows you that.

Web portal shopping

Brandywine Realty Trust offers e -Tenants online

access to a myriad of vendors with discounted wares,

office supplies, furniture, travel reservation and
concierge assistants. Landlords create buying

economies with vendor partnerships, allowing ten-

ants a convenient and cost efficient marketplace at

their workstations.

Workout facilities

Impromptu volleyball matches are popular on the

sand courts at Oracle World Headquarters' fitness

center in Redwood Shores, Calif. Employees can also

play basketball on a full-size indoor basketball court

or swim in the outdoor pool.
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Cynthia Clare, CPM
Robert Murray, CPM
Robert Toothaker, CPM
Dennis John Fegan, CPM
Maj-Lene Pedersen, ARM
Ann Kimball, CPM
Karen Schultz, CPM, ARM
Angela Fletcher, CPM, ARM
Karen Krackov, CPM
Elaine Layden, ARM
J. Todd Willett, CPM
Randy Carnival, CPM
Paul Kim, CPM
Bruce Martin, CPM, ARM
Reggie Mullins, CPM
Michael Simmons, CPM
*Janet Capaldi-Bevins, ARM
*Allen Carelton,CPM
*Marlene Dau, CPM
*Julia Finney, CPM
*Robe Nordblom, CPM
*Marvjn Perlin, CPM
XBernard Polacci, CPM
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Increasingly popular software simplifies strategic
site analysis and research by Diana Mirel

When it comes to developing new property sites
and tilling vacant ones, it's hard to ignore the age-
old real estate adage: location, location, location.

While finding and selecting lucrative locations without
missteps and faulty investments is challenging, software is
helping real estate professionals make sound decisions.
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"
1Iie re is a lot more pressure on all

people involved in real estate not to make mistakes in real

estate investments and also to be able to monitor the per-

formance of their assets," said Jim Stone, president and

founder of geoVue, a site -selection software company

based in Woburn, Mass.

To alleviate some of that pressure, real estate profes-

sionals are increasingly relying on site -selection soft-
ware-a research tool helping them make site selections

more accurately; manage portfolios more efficiently; and

minimize the risk of unsuitable properties.

Nuts and bolts
Most site -selection software in today's market share fun-

damental features like the ability to obtain a comprehensive

demographic report and digital maps describing the popu-

lation, average income, weather conditions, highway
accessibility and other descriptive traits of areas by enter-

ing specific state, city or even intersection -level details.

Because the software is helpful iii selecting sites, it is

geared more toward assisting tenant clients than building

owners or property managers, said Mike Henderson, direc-

tor of location analysis at Cushman and Wakefield, a New

York City -based commercial services firm.

In the long run, property managers could benefit from

tenants staying in locations longer as a result of selecting

profitable sites based on insightful information the software

provides, Henderson said.

Stone said site -selection software can help users hone

in on the best prospective properties, offering advantages

like perspective, competitive analysis and efficiency.
Speaking to the software's advantages, Stone said
geoVue's business has tripled since 2001.

Software at work
Site -selection software is especially helpful when the deci-

sion of where to set up shop requires consideration of sev-

eral cities or building sites, Henderson said. Cushman and

Wakefield helps clients determine the best location for

plants, offices, distribution centers and other facilities.

Henderson created an in-house site analysis program at

Cushman and Wakefield, ranking sites based on demo-

graphic input pertaining to a site and the weight clients put

on certain characteristics they're seeking in an area. The

program ranks each site's suitability according to clients'

needs. Clients are then presented with each city's or build-

ing's specific score.

"We determine what categories are more important and

put a weight on those," Henderson said. "Then within each

Site -selection software and location -intelligence companies

offer real estate professionals variety of choices.

Some software goes beyond the basic functionality of measuring

demographics for the sake of site selection.

Jim Stone, president and founder of geoVue, saw the need in

commercial real estate for an information system simulating supply

and demand situations combined with advanced digital mapping

functions.

To help real estate professionals and retailers move from
descriptive insights to more informed decisions, geoVLie's software

has three analytical modules-iPlan, Predict and targetVue. These

work in conjunction with the company's base product iSite.

A user can interact with these modules to define trade areas,

specify particular regions or demographics and other information

relevant to particular tenants or businesses. geoVue then gener-

ates reports profiling the expected trade area for a certain store,

building or shopping center. Moreover, the software includes five-

year population projections for the site, which cannot be obtained

by a site tour alone.

Site -selection software company Mapinfo, based out of Troy,

N.Y., also offers software capabilities combining demographic data

with sophisticated mapping functions for shopping center owners

and managers trying to fill or rejuvenate existing properties.

The company's AiiySite software allows users to run more than

65 demographic reports and mapping features on specific trade

areas visualized on maps. Users can define traits for the site, and

the software and its modeling capabilities will run a trade area com-

paring sites matching the requirements according to demographic

arid lifestyle characteristics.

"It will then give them a marketing package they can generate

on their own computer to send to specific retailers," said Patty

Formosa, Mapinfo's director of economic development.

Mapinfo recently developed a multi -functional package called

MarketSuite to work with AnySite. MarketSuite provides full-scale

location intelligence for shopping center owners to target appropri-

ate retailers for vacant spaces and ensure current retailers remain

successful, thus, resulting in far fewer vacancies over time.
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of the categories there are subcategories, and we figure

out weights within there. At the end, there is a formula that

gives every city a point on a one to 10 scale; it could be 1.2

versus 9.6."

Typical demographic criteria include population compo-

sition, expected population growth, population within cer-

tain age groups, education levels, business costs, taxes,

real estate costs, labor components, distance from airports

or freeways and climate.

Competitive edge
Stone's geoVue software also relies on demographic infor-

mation, helping clients make more informed decisions.

Grubb & Ellis New Mexico, AMO, based in Albuquerque,

N.M., uses geoVue's software to analyze their properties'

demographics and do competitive analysis when working

with retailers renting space.

"We'll look at competition around the city or around a

trade area, and the software gives us feedback for the

retailer about where the competition is located and the

demographic makeup of the area," said Ken Schaefer,

director of brokerage services.

For further accuracy, Grubb & Ellis New Mexico sub-

scribes to online lists of companies by the North American

Industry Classification System code-a system providing

compatibility statistics about business activity across North

America-and then compiles the information gathered
from these lists in an Excel spreadsheet.

geoVue has the ability to turn this information into shape

files, assigning it latitude and longitude attributes. With that

done, the data is compiled on a map for a comparative

analysis.

Directly using third -party databases is another way

users maximize the software's capabilities. Databases

including areas' typical rents, operating expenses and

other location -specific details can also be integrated into

geoVue's software.

"These broad market averages can be loaded into the

software for comparison purposes against a property's

portfolio you are managing," Stone said. "YoU'd be able to

see a report on a specific property that shows your portfo-

lio and the characteristics of the area versus the charac-

teristics of the market as a whole."

Grubb & Ellis New Mexico also personalizes site analy-

sis based on a client's specific needs. When businesses

are looking to relocate, they can give Grubb & Ellis New

Mexico a list of employees and addresses, which is loaded

into geoVue. The software then creates a map detailing

where all employees live. With that analysis completed,

they are able to do a comparison analysis to determine the

IPiteria.
ushman and Wake fields in house site analysis program often relies on the following

criteria, helping real estate investors make solid site -selection decisions.

Business Costs Transportation Operating Environment

Median wage rates Daily airline departures Major employers

Accountant Daily nonstop flights to key cities Colleges and universities

Accounting clerk Airline travel time to key cities Climate

Financial analyst Major highways Natural disaster potential

Human resources manager Drive time to key cities

Human resources clerk Quality -of -Life

Computer systems analyst Demographics Cost of living index

Average office space rental rate Preceding year's population Average honie cost

Corporate income tax rate Projected population growth over Crime index

Sales tax rate next five years Culture ranking

Average electric rate per kWh Population with college degree Recreation ranking

Unemployment rate Health care facilities ranking

Employees in targeted occupations Personal income taxes
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best location for the office based on employee proximity.

The advantages site -selection software offers do come

at a price. The software prices range anywhere from $3,000

to $500,000, Stone said. On the less expensive end are basic

demographic and mapping software packages.

Prices then go up depending on how many users within

the company are using the software; how many analytical

models -models like targetVue, iPlan and iPredict-are built

into the system; and whether a company is using the soft-

ware along with geoVue's consulting services.

Need for speed
Regardless of price, site -selection software can offer an

efficient solution to making difficUlt decisions, real estate

experts said.

In recent years, Cushman and Wakefield has been feel-

ing pressure to complete projects more quickly, without

shortchanging the sophisticated analysis required for com-

petitive decision -making.

"A few years ago we might have had six
months to do a project, and now we have to
have a preferred city ready for the client in
weeks," Henderson said.

To offer time -saving solutions, Stone used his

10 years of real estate experience as a property

manager, director of acquisitions and a real

estate counselor to found geoVLie.

When lie was a director of acquisitions,

Stone worked oti 1,000 property deals a year. He

narrowed these down first to 20 candidates for

offers and ultimately, two, three or foLir proper-

ties to buy.

"By creating digital views of the market-
place...you can look at 10 deals, kill five of them

right away and spend time on the other five,"

Stone said. "You can see where stores are,
where their competitors are and where cus-

tomers arid potential customers are located. You

can also see road networks and where shop-

ping centers are located. And then you can ana-

lyze those relationships."

Konover Development Corporation in

Farmington, Conn., relies on geoVue's software

to rule out insufficient sites immediately, cutting

the process down to one-third of the time it used to take.

"The software helps shorten the timeframe of under-

standing the market," said John Anderson, Konover's
executive vice president. "It brings the picture together a

lot faster."

The last word
While site selection software is still a relatively new
technology, many users are enjoying the competitive
edge allotted by the software. Already being used by
the Westfield Group, the Pyramid Companies and New

Plan Excel Realty Trust, the software is gaining groLind

in the industry.

And once real estate professionals begin using it, it's

hard to imagine life without it. "I would not be happy if we

had to live without this software," said Anderson. "To me

it'd be easier to live without a cell phone!"

Diana Mirei is a contributing writer for JPM. Questions regarding this
article can he sent to kgunderson@irem.org.
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Video Camera Line Inspections
Pinpoint Problems!

Our technicians inspect your pipes with special

high -resolution video cameras which identify and

locate problems. The cameras record grease

buildup, leaks, broken pipe and obstructions. The

technicians work with you to determine the most

efficient service option to correct the problem and

restore your lines to peak operating condition.

Emergency Service
24 Hours/i Days

Schedule online at rotorooter.com

A punctured pipe.

A badly damaged pi
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Company training sessions rarely give me an adrenaline rush. Then again, they typically

don't call for the use of respirators, exposure to smoke and fire and checking my vital

signs. But this was no ordinary company training.

Working for the Houston High -Rise Triad and a commercial property management company, I

recognize the danger of fire and the significance of fire safety.

Each year, a projected 15,500 high-rise structures cause around 60 civilian deaths, 930 injuries

and $252 million in damages, according to a U.S. Fire Administration report on high-rise fires based

on numbers from the National Fire Protection Association and National Fire Incident Reporting

System. In 2004, 107 firefighters died in the line of duty in the United States, according to the Federal

Emergency Management Agency.

For a reality check and to realize first-hand the dangers firefighters and occupants of burning

buildings experience, I spent a half day going through training with the Houston Fire Academy in

the burn building-a building devoted to firefighter training and actually set on fire.

When the smoke cleared, I not only understood the fear and danger fires present, I could truly

recognize the importance of keeping our properties safe from fire. I hope my account of the expe-

rience will bring to light the seriousness and very real possibility of fire, so property owners and

managers will take appropriate measures to protect properties and more importantly, lives.
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circle of extremely young, fit and excited

firefighters greeted me on the morning of

my training. With firefighter guides, two
emergency medical technicians and a crew

from fire station 55 acting as the rapid intervention team
for the exercise, I was in good hands.

Before long we were put to work: A firefighter helped

me put on bunker gear-heavy fire resistant boots, pants,
gloves, a hood, an airtight mask, a heavy bunker coat and

a fire helmet. As I adjusted to the weight of all this cloth-
ing, an air bottle with a respirator was strapped on my
back. I learned how to insert the respirator into my mask

and breathe. I couldn't help but notice the firefighter help-

ing me was extremely fussy about how the gear fit and
even the order in which I put it on.

Following the arduous work of just putting on the gear,

a lecture ensued on the nature and behavior of structural
fires and the assigned priorities of responding fire depart-

ment personnel, as well as an explanation of the purpose
and importance of each piece of gear.

At one point, I noticed it was easy to pick out the real

firefighters. Their helmets and coats showed the effects of

exposure to other fires. Just like the uniform of a field goal

kicker on a football team, the bunker gear worn by guests
like me was conspicuously clean.

Next on the agenda was to put that gear to test.

We followed a fire chief down into the base-

ment of the burn building-a concrete and
brick structure best described as a giant
barbecue pit.

Only high-powered flashlights carried by
our firefighter guides illuminated our
descent into the building. The temperature
in the building was close to 100 degrees. A
guide explained a fire simulation took place

in the building two days ago, and the resid-

ual heat had yet to dissipate.

Walking down the stairs was a challenge.
It was dark, and my vision was further
impaired by the optics of the facemask. The

biggest challenge was the 50 pounds added
by my gear's weight. I was extremely focused

on walking at that point, but I had the pres-
ence of mind to consider how difficult it
would have been if I had to carry a firefight-
er's heavy toolbox.

Inside the burn building, small teams were formed, and

we were instructed to stay in constant communication
with our designated firefighter guide. A stack of six wood-

en shipping skids-representing the fuel load of a typical
wooden office desk-was stacked in a corner of the room
eight or nine feet away. One of the captains set the stack
on fire with a blowtorch.

Within about 30 seconds the smell of smoke was
strong, and by the light of the flames, I began to see a thin

haze around the corners of the room. Thirty to 40 seconds

later, I became uncomfortable trying to breathe the smoky

air, and I began using my breathing apparatus. Within
90 seconds of being ignited, the fire reached up to the
room's 10 -foot ceiling, and thick black smoke invaded the
entire room.

For the first time, I saw fire and its ghastly by-prod-
ucts-gas and smoke. A captain instructed us to kneel.
As I watched the deadly layer of smoke descend toward us,

I stared in disbelief as the captain removed his breathing
apparatus and demonstrated his ability to breathe air
right next to the floor. I passed on his invitation to try
such a stunt.

He then invited us to remove one of our gloves to expe-
rience the gradient heating of the air from the floor up to
the ceiling. I decided to try this.

Removing my glove, I placed my hand near the floor.
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It felt warm, but not uncomfortably hot.

As I moved it slowly upward, the air tem-

perature quickly rose to the point of
burning my hand at shoulder level, like it
was near a stove burner. This was within

only two minutes of the fire's inception.
I put my glove back on, amazed my gear

absorbed so much heat and kept it away
from my head and body.

For the first time, I experienced fire's
potentially fatal heat. Remaining on our
knees for another three to four minutes,
flames spread across the ceiling, just a few

feet above our head, and darkness pre-
vailed as the smoke continued its descent,

blotting out the light of the flames.

Although I hadn't carried anything or
even moved around all that much, when
we took a break, my breathing was deep

and my pulse elevated. I tried to focus on

slowing everything down, but the force of

adrenaline prevailed. After a couple minutes, I felt some-

what more relaxed when the captain directed us to our
knees for a crawl along the fire chamber's wall and back.

The fire room air was superheated, even crawling as
low as I could on my knees. The air coming from the
air bottle seemed hotter than my body temperature.
This realization, combined with the physical stress of
crawling about 40 to 50 feet on my hands and knees in 50

pounds of gear, left me exhausted and sucking air through

the respirator.

Mercifully, just as the air in my respirator tank was deplet-

ing, the captain directed us up the stairs to the exit. I was

juiced by adrenaline, winded and tired, but still able to move

up those stairs to daylight and fresh air. As medical techni-

cians took my vital signs and I gulped for cooler air and
water, one of the firefighters said, "We live for this!"

We relaxed for a few minutes before the captain lead us

on a tour of the "flashover" chamber-comprised of what

looked like two shipping containers connected end to end.

One end was open and the other closed. Six wooden skids

were stacked at the closed end of the chamber.

He explained the chamber allowed firefighters to wit-
ness the "flashover" effect in about the only way that
would not kill them. The "flashover" phenomenon occurs
when everything in a room simultaneously reaches its

point of combustion. The fire feeds primarily on its

available fuel source and seeks the third element of the fire

triangle-oxygen.
When firefighters open a stairwell door in a high-rise

building or break out a window within a structure, the fire

aggressively seeks a new source of oxygen, creating the
flashover effect. Because it is such a deadly effect, it is

important for firefighters to see signs of flashover effect
before combustion occurs.

With a replenished oxygen tank and confidence in the

survivability features of my gear, I suited up again to enter
the flashover chamber.

The captain ignited the skids and I watched the fire
engulf the skids within a couple minutes. We got down
on our knees as the smoke and flames traveled along the
ceiling toward the open end of the chamber.

The captain directed the outside team of firefighters to

close the chamber doors behind us. These doors closed off
the top half of the opening, leaving the lower half open.

I watched as the gasses and smoke collected just above

my head in the seven -foot tall chamber. After about two
minutes, the captain directed the outside team to open the

doors. When the doors opened, madness broke loose. A
wall of flame surged toward the open end of the chamber,
engulfing us.

For the first time, I experienced fire and the sheer force of

its thermal energy. This flashover lasted for only a few
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seconds before the captain directed a hose stream of water on

to the fire. When the water hit the fire, a new wall of flame

erupted directly over and around us. Drops of super -heated

water exploded back away from the source of the fire. The

entire chamber went white with steam and smoke.

I was relieved the cap-
tain directed us out of the
chamber. My bunker gear
was so hot an assisting
firefighter couldn't touch
it without burning his
hands. I spent the next 20

minutes drinking water
and thanking everyone for

help and direction. I was

ready to leave.

As I headed for my house for a quick shower and some

lunch, I hit some heavy traffic on the freeway, and as I
slowed the car, I suddenly experienced a significant slow-

down in my metabolism. I realized I was exhausted. The

adrenaline rush-a natural response to this incredible

experience-was over, and involuntarily, I physically

checked out of service.

My priorities for the afternoon soon changed. I

still wanted that shower; some food might have been nice;

but the single focus for me became getting rest. Instead of

putting the second half
of my day in at the
office as planned, I

chose to take a short
nap after calling my
understanding boss.

Three hours later, I

woke up with an incred-

ible headache. As I

splashed water on my
face and looked in the

mirror, I observed two new, large red welts on my shoulder

tops. It was then I remembered the captain telling us to keep

the straps loose on our breathing apparatus because the pro-

tective properties of the coat's thermal layer are diminished if

the material is compressed.

I have learned a lot about fire in my 19 years of

involvement with high-rise fire safety training. I
have had the benefit of extensive training through

the Houston Fire Department, the National Fire
Protection Association and other organizations.
I have known several firefighters personally and
professionally during that period of time. I have
had the benefit of their personal accounts from
fire scenes.

But for the first time that morning, I met the
reality of fire face to face. Now I better understand

its behavior, its power and its unforgiving nature.
Thankfully, I was able to gain this understanding
under the watchful eye and constant care of fire
department leaders and an impressive group of
firefighters who protect us everyday. These people

train hard. They risk their lives to save us in the
middle of the night. They "live for this."

Keeping our buildings safe, keeps their inhabi-

tants safe and keeps firefighters safe. Let's do what
we can to protect one another from the unforgiv-
able force of fire. LI

Mark Wright is director of life safety for Trizec Properties Inc.
and a founding member and vice president of communications
for the Houston High -Rise Triad. Questions regarding this
article can be sent to kgunderson@irem.org.
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High-rise fires are more injurious and cause more damage

than all structure fires.

Seventy-five percent of high-rise fires are in residential

structures, but cause only 25 percent of dollar loss.

Thirty-eight percent of all high-rise fires are caused by

cooking-making cooking the leading cause of high-rise

fires. However, causes vary by property type.

Sixty-nine percent of high-rise structure fires originate on

the fourth floor or below; 60 percent occur in apartment

buildings; 43 percent originate in the kitchen.

Source: U.S. Fire Administration, NFIRS and NFPA
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- News and Notes from IREM® Headauarters

IREM responds to
Hurricane Katrina
IREM members from all over the world have rallied to aid

colleagues and members affected by Hurricane Katrina, offer-

ing shelter, new jobs and financial support.

The IREM Foundation collected $42,145 for relief efforts

as of press time, pledging 100 percent of the collected money

to individuals, families, IREM members and relief agencies

based on the severity of their needs.

IREM enabled members residing in areas directly affected

by the storm to check in online and confirm their safety with

fellow members. In addition, institute leaders and headquarters

staff reached out personally to express caring and concern, as

well as support.

To help connect members with resources and members in

need of those resources, IREM launched the IREM Hurricane

Response Center. As recovery efforts continue, the center will

serve as an ongoing means for bringing the IREM community

together to share resources, strengthen our industry and sup-

port those rebuilding their personal and professional lives.

To learn more about getting involved in our hurricane relief

efforts, visit the IREM Hurricane Response Center at
http://www.irem.org//aboutirem/hurricane-response.cfm.

On the Road Again
REM officers will be making stops at the following chapters:

November 3 Iowa Chapter No.63

November 9 North Carolina Chapter No. 40

Eastern North Carolina Chapter No. 105

San Joaquin Chapter No. 85

December 9 Arkansas Chapter No. 64

Update your profile, maximize
member benefits
Make sure you're getting the most out of your IREM membership,

and update your REM member profile.

Updating your profile gives owners and investors-your poten-

tial clients and employers-the ablit' to find you and access your

expertise faster and easier through the online member directory on

the IREM Web site. Updating your profile also helps IREM address

your professional needs more proactively. Your profile gives us

important details about your background and job responsibilities-

essential information we need to deliver products and services

most relevant to you.

Update your profile today at www.irem.org and help REM serve

you better.

For members only: Gain instant

access to IREMFIRST forms
Downloading form templates from the IREMFIRST Forms
Database is now easier than ever for IREM members. You no

longer have to navigate through the IREM store checkout
process to access the free form templates. Log in with your

username and password, and click on the "Forms Database-
For Members" option appearing in the "Top Member Links"

menu. For immediate access to IREMFIRST forms, log on to

http:/fwww.irem.org/iremfirst/forms-main-members.cfm.
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 Edward Valerio, CPM Candidate, joined the Milwaukee,

Wis., office of Liberty Property Trust as a property manager

and will manage the company's 1.5 riiillion square feet of

office and industrial space in Wisconsin. Previously, Valerio

served as a property manager for Polacheck Management,

also in Milwaukee.

 Grubb & Ellis Management Services Inc., AMO, named

Robert Assoian, CPM, senior vice president. Assoian will

oversee the asset services division on a national level. Prior

to joining Grubh & Ellis, Assoian supervised a portfolio

of more than 10 million square feet for CB Richard Ellis

Inc., AMO, as the director of asset services in the Central

Illinois Region.

 Jo Baumgartner, CPM, joined the real estate division of

Labor Ready Inc. as manager of acquisitions & develop-

ment. Baumgartner brings 20 years of experience in

commercial property management, acquisitions and con-

struction services to the company.

NEW! Membership expanded
for college instructors
College instructors can now join IREM as academic members for

$195 a year and enjoy all the benefits of IREM membership, includ-

ing discounts on REM publications and access to valuable net-

working opportunities. As academic members, instructors can

network with current practitioners to stay on top of industry

trends, supplement course materials with IREM resources and

make a real difference by teaching students about real estate

management in today's world.

Landing the Deals
 Divans Property Management Inc., AMO, announced the

following new leases:

Ferris, Baker Watts Inc., the largest full -service

investment banking firm with headquarters in

Washington, D.C., acquired 4,598 square feet of

office space in The Town Center of Virginia Beach.

Divans represented the landlord, Armada Hoffler

Tower 4 LLC in lease negotiations.

Crewestone Technologies Inc. acquired 5,726 square

feet of office space in the Divans leased and

managed Pinewood Plaza in Hampton, Va.

Support Services of Virginia Inc. acquired 5,043

square feet of office space in the Divans leased

and managed Independence Business Center in

Virginia Beach, Va.

Norfolk Title LLC acquired 2,500 square feet in

the Divans leased 1201 Professional Building in

Virginia Beach, Va.

Watershed Concepts acquired 6,366 square feet of

office space located on 4905 Koger Boulevard in

Greensboro, N.C.

 ContraVest, AMO, sold its 342 -unit Courtney Downs
Apartments project in Englewood, Cob., to Creekstone
Properties for $33,625,000.
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Trip Reports
IREM's Brazil partner organization
elects CPM, president
Doctor Romeu Chap Chap, CPM, was inaugurated as presi-
dent of Sindicato das Empresas de Compra, Venda, Locaçao e

Administracao de Imóveis Residenciais de São Paulo in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, in September. The inauguration marked the
beginning of Dr. Chap Chap's second two-year term as presi-

dent and kicked off the
organization's annual
conference. More than
800 industry leaders

attended the confer-

ence, including the

governor of the state of
Sao Paulo and the

mayor of the city.
IREM began partnering with the organization in

2000, when the first IREM courses were offered in Sao Paulo.

IREM now has 48 members in Brazil-eight CPM/ARM dual
designees, nine CPM designees, 30 ARM members and one
CPM candidate-making it IREM's second largest chapter
outside North America.

IREM President -Elect Fred Prassas, CPM, con-
ducted a meeting with IREM's Brazilian members
and other professionals interested in IREM at the
conference. He delivered a formal presentation on
IREM's global impact and participated in round -
able discussions identifying specific issues affecting

property managers in Brazil. Participants focused on

the need to raise owner awareness of property man-

agement as a value-added profession with a specific emphasis

on differentiating CPM and ARM Members from others in
the industry.

Prassas also addressed the organization's leaders on behalf

of the NAFIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS', discussing the

importance of political and legislative advocacy and the role
the Brazil group can play in mobilizing the industry from a
grassroots perspective.

IREM President -Elect participates in
Chilean property management conference
More than 100 property managers took part in an annual con-

ference conducted by Co!egio de Gestión y Administración
Inmobiliaria de Chile, A.G.-IREM's partner organization in
Chile. Legal issues surrounding the management of common

interest properties, representing 95 percent of Chilean real estate,

were the focus of the August conference in Santiago, Chile.

IREM President -Elect Fred Prassas, CPM, spoke at the
conference about evolving trends impacting the real estate
management industry in the United States and the similarities
and differences between Chilean and U.S. markets. He singled

- out the increase in condominium development

- and conversion in the

:-
United States. Prassas also

4: zeroed in on the importance
of ethical practices, recogniz-

ing the Chilean organiza-
tion's initiative to adopt a

code of ethics.

Regional leadership conferences focus on
meaningful chapter experiences
IREM leaders congregated at regional leadership conferences in

August and September to collaborate on delivering meaningful chap-

ter experiences-this year's conference theme. The regional leader-

ship conferences were held in Columbus, Ohio; Denver, Cob.; St.

Petersburg, Fla.; and Suffolk, Va.

The conference schedule included information -packed sessions

covering IREM's strategic plan, top industry challenges, programs to

optimize member services at the chapter level and much more.

Conference attendees brainstormed fresh and innovative ideas for

their chapters, as well as enhanced their professional development.

Keynote speaker Pat McGaughey, IOM, engaged audiences with

his presentation focused on recruiting and activating volunteers.

Reinforcing concepts with enlightening and humorous examples,

McGaughey facilitated highly interactive sessions.

JPM www.irem.org
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IREM's Leaders of Tomorrow
CPM learns about/REM at 17; manages massive portfoiio at29 by Yoon Cho

Ellisa Irvin

Ellisa Irvin, CPM, credits a Los Angeles chapter's many course offerings. Although she has

large part of her success to helped coordinate classroom courses on behalf of her chapter for

her early exposure to REM several years, Irvin initially just took home study courses toward

and the real estate manage- her CPM designation.

ment profession. Irvin, 29, "Due to both financial and time demands not supported by my

is currently a property man- employer at the time, I just took the home study courses at first,"
ager at Thomas Properties Irvin said. "After I was awarded a Minority Outreach Scholarship

Group Inc., where she man- from the IREM Foundation, I was able to take classroom courses

ages 2.5 million square feet as well. Particularly for the more difficult ASM courses, classroom

of commercial and retail learning was ideal."

properties.

"When I was just 1]

years old, I learned about REM

and the industry through a high school work study program," Irvin

said. "I was placed at a management company that was owned by

Marianne and James Penny: Both were IREM members at the time.

They taught me about REM and the benefits of becoming a CPM."

After gaining two years of first-hand industry experience

Shortly before earning her CPM designation in 2004, her cur-

rent employer, Thomas Properties Group, purchased the building

she managed but chose to retain her position.

"I think the fact that I was an REM member and actively work-

ing toward my CPM helped convince Thomas Properties Group to

retain my position," said Irvin. "The executive vice presidents are

well aware of IREM and the prestige associated with the CPM pro-

gram. Right before the ownership changed, I was also promoted to
through her work study program, Irvin attended The Claremont property manager, and I feel that my IREM involvement definitely
Colleges. In addition to her bachelor's degree in economics, she

found her work experience during high school also helped her
played a big part in that."

Irvin is committed to sharing her expertise with the administra-
land her first job. tive and building staff and her younger colleagues, helping them

"Straight out of college, I was recruited for the assistant prop- succeed as well, Irvin cites the importance of mentoring and her
erty manager position at North America Building Management

Schuwa Investments Corp.," she said. "I was still interested in

becoming a CPM, so about a year and a half into the job, I joined

the local REM Los Angeles chapter as a CPM candidate."

At the chapter level, Irvin has been an active member of the

education committee since 2000, helping organize logistics for the

desire to become a good mentor.

"Because I met such great REM mentors through my high

school work study program, I was compelled to pursue a career in

property management," Irvin said. "Since I realize how valuable

mentoring can be, I also strive to be a good mentor for the younger

building staff members and colleagues at my company,"

Silent auction benefits valuable programs
Engage in a little friendly competition by placing your bid on a vari-

ety of items while supporting your industry. IREM Foundation's

online silent auction will be live and benefit the foundation's many

vital programs. It will proceed as follows:

Online bidding began Monday, October 17, and ends Monday,

November 14.

Silent bids can be made throughout the education conference

beginning Tuesday, November 15, at noon and ending Saturday, questions.

November 19, at 10 am. A collection of remarkable items will he

on display near REM's registration desk and resource center.

Live bidding on several exclusive items will be conducted on

Saturday, November 19, beginning at 9:30 am.

Donations are currently being accepted. Visit the website at

www.iremfoundation.org to download the donation form. Contact

Kimberly Holmes at kholmes@irem.org or 312-329-6008 with any
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Foundation awards scholarships
The REM Foundation takes pride in assisting not only REM mem-

bers with scholarships, but also minority college students and

aspiring real estate management professionals in their quest to

enhance their industry knowledge. Scholarship donors take great

satisfaction in knowing they are investing in worthy students and

the institute.

The Scholarship Committee awarded 12 scholarships, totaling

S34,000 during its quarterly review in August. Applicatioiis for the

Furbush and Brooker scholarships are reviewed annually in April.

Log on to www.iremfoundation.org to access scholarship applica-

tions online. Contact REM customer service at custserv©irem.org or

(800) 837-0706 ext. 4650 to request an application packet via regular mail.

Direct any questions regarding the scholarship programs to the

REM Foundation administrator at fouiidatn@irem.org or (312) 329-6008.

Congratulations to the REM Foundation's newest scholarship

recipients:

Paul H. Rittle Sr., Danielle H. McDonald Triva C. Jones, ARM

Memorial Scholarship Draper and Kramer Volunteers of America

Margarita Boehije Napeniille, IL Southfield, MI

Tomlinson & Associates
Jill L. Siepert Tameikia Smith

Boise, ID
Tomlinson & Associates Premier Properties of Mississippi, Inc.

Gloria J. Contreras Boise, ID Hattiesburg, MS

Kennedy Wilson
Jenifer L. Yager Lori Vazqiiez

San Antonio, TX
Boise City Ada County Housing Authority Monterrey Asset Management

Julie A. Hawbaker Boise, ID El Paso, TX

Tomlinson & Associates
Minority Outreach Scholarship Stacy Yu

Boise, ID
Anna Garcia Jamisori Properties, Inc.

Nacrisha 0. Judd Ventura Investment Co. Los Angeles, CA

Inland Southern Management Corp. Camarillo, CA

Smyrna, GA

In Memoriam
Retired property manager, former CPM and institute faculty member

Wallace H. Campbell died earlier this year at age 93. Campbell

became a CPM in 1953 and taught real estate management and

investment courses for the institute across the country and notably at

Johns Hopkins University's former evening school, McCoy College.

The American Society of Real Estate Counselors awarded him the

Counselor of Real Estate designation in 1973.

Campbell founded Wallace H. Campbell & Co. Inc/Campbell

Commercial Real Estate in 1952. Under his direction, the company

evolved into a full -service real estate company offering clients a vast

assortment of related services including asset management, proper-

ty management, consulting, appraisal, tax assessment reduction,

marketing, leasing and brokerage sales for retail, office and multi-

family investment real estate.

JPM www.irem.org

Calling all authors and

topic experts
In order to provide the real estate management iiidustry with the most

accurate and timely information, the JPM editorial advisory board and

staff seek your help. Let us know if you have a story to sliare-from

successes in your business practice to adapting to challenges in the

industry. Whether you write or serve as a topic expert, JPM editors

would appreciate your expertise. Check out the 2006 editorial calen-

dar onliiie at www.irem.org.
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Reporting for duty
CPM and retired Army colonel shares his experiences on and off the battlefield by Yoon Cho

While it might seem military leaders and real estate managers

come from different worlds, they might actually come from
the same mold. At least one CPM-who has served as an
Army colonel and real estate management executive-can
attest to similarities the professionals share.

"In the military and in property management, you're always

working with new people and dealing with new challenges,"
said Bill Wenger, CPM and vice president of the Los Angeles

region of Charles Dunn Company, AMO. Wenger also served

35 years in the military, both in and out of combat. "You have

to be able to work well with different types of people and solve

unexpected problems to succeed in both worlds."

Wenger recently returned from a one-year tour in Iraq, in
spite of retiring from military duty in 2000. He took a sabbat-

ical from Charles Dunn, where he oversees a portfolio touting

more than 7 million square feet of commercial property.

"I wanted to do my share," he said. "I've been trained for

combat for more than 30 years, and I knew how badly our
country needed military support in Iraq. Plus, my colleagues

at Charles Dunn could not have been more supportive."

Wenger served as the chief of border enforcement, work-
ing with Iraqi generals to train the Iraqi border security
police. Before volunteering for field duty, Wenger served as

chief of policy for six months, working with the interim Iraqi

government to organize Iraq's first free election.

"The negotiating experience I have gained as a property
manager with commercial leases and vendor contracts defi-
nitely came into play in Iraq, where I negotiated construction

contracts for more than 400 forts," Wenger said. When com-
pleted, the forts will total 2.2 million square feet, providing
formidable reinforcements for Iraq's borders, he said.

Now Available: Principles of Real
Estate Management, 15th Edition
A mainstay of the industry-
Principles of Real Estate

Management-has just been
at Realupdated and enhanced. To order

Estate Management
online, visit vvvvvv.irem.org. FIF1in, '0'UON

1T 4'a

Wenger has managed commercial real estate for more than
20 years. When he left active military duty in 1974, he ini-
tially worked in the entertainment industry for seven years as

an actor, stage manager and director. Following a brief foray

in retail sales, Wenger chose real estate management as his
next career because he had contacts in the industry and he
was interested in the variety of challenges it presented.

"You have to be able to work

well with different types of

people and solve unexpected

problems to succeed in both

wo rids." -Bill Wenger, CPM and vice president

of the Charles Dunn Company's Los Angeles region

Wenger said his initial leap from managing infantry to
managing property was a smooth transition.

"In my experience, infantry is the military branch that
most closely and intensly works with and must motivate our
people, which carries over to property management," Wenger

said. "In both industries, careful leadership planning on the
tactical and strategic levels is vital for success."

Aside from a similar skill set, Wenger said military personnel

and real estate managers must also share some of the same values.

"Absolute integrity is a must for both lines of work,"
Wenger said. "My word is my bond' should ring true in your
daily work. If there's a delay, explain why immediately. Bad
news does not improve with age."

CORRECTION
Carter real estate, a commerical real estate firm featured in our

July/August issue, manages over 17 million square feet of space.
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Aside from a similar skill set, Wenger said military personnel

and real estate managers must also share some of the same values.

"Absolute integrity is a must for both lines of work,"
Wenger said. "My word is my bond' should ring true in your
daily work. If there's a delay, explain why immediately. Bad
news does not improve with age."

CORRECTION
Carter real estate, a commerical real estate firm featured in our

July/August issue, manages over 17 million square feet of space.
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Smoke and mirrors
Little guidance, vague codes raise questions for property
managers selecting flame retardants
by Amanda Kaschube

With fires causing nearly
3,900 civilian deaths and

$9,800,000 in property loss in 2004,

understanding fire codes and knowing

about effective flame retardants is a

necessity for builders, property man-

agers and residents alike.

Fire marshals, building officials and

architects all play a role in deciding
what retardants to use based on state or

national fire codes.

Because no uniform code exists and

neither the National Fire Protection
Agency nor the International Code
Council recommend a particular fire

retardant, building and property man-

agers must make a decision based on

cost, aesthetics and health risks.

Testing the flames

Building managers, while being regu-

lated by local and state fire marshals,
are not mandated on how to pick a
flame retardant. The majority of the
United States relies on one of

two codes-the NFPA 5000 or

2000/2003 International Code-to
regulate flame retardants.

The codes are not requirements,
but instead recommendations. The
fire protection association and code
council cannot actually recommend a

particular retardant because specific
materials require specific retardants

for minimal burn,

Milosh Puchovsky, the principal
fire protection engineer at the fire pro-

tection association, said while he
couldn't recommend any products, he

JPM' www.irem.org

could, however, institute codes and

standards for managers.

"Nothing is banned in the codes,"

he said. "We speciij conditions under

what products are called out and what

limits are placed on those. There are

limitations on how to use things. As

long as the material tested meets the
classification, you can use it."

Flame retardants are inspected by a

third party, usually the Underwriting
Laboratory or Factory Mutual, and
given a classification test once applied

to the material. Materials tested

include textile, expanded vinyl plastics

and cellular plastics, Puchovsky said.

The test contains five criteria

including how rapidly the flame

would spread and how much heat or

smoke the material gives off.

Decoding the codes

Rich Barr, the fire marshal in

Lawrence, Kan., said state codes and

sometimes city codes differ slightly,
depending on a city's or state's specific

needs.

"The only time they vary from city

to city is if someone amends the code

for their own stuff-you might take
out a section of the code and re -write

it," he said. "As a general rule, a corn -

munity uses a model code because
they are so similar."

Lawrence, Kan., uses a combination

of the 2000 international code and its

own model code, adopted in 1997.

No material is banned outright, Barr

said as long as it carries a flame spread

rating. Locally, even though schools,

nursing homes and jails are monitored

closely, there are still some issues.

"The biggest challenge is getting

them treated at the appropriate level,"

he said. "As long as you can render it

safe, we're ok with it. Local inspections

are very strictly enforced."

Barr gave the example of a local
restaurant's new awnings as a test of the

code. The restaurant had to supply infor-

mation from the manufacturer showing

its flame spread rating. With that, Barr

applied the code and rating to decide

sprinklers were needed under the awning

to make them non- combustible.

"We rely on the code requirement

to say what degree things are flame
retardant," he said. "We rely on who-
ever the manufacturer is of the
material or treatment to have a listing

to certify the product. But we don't
care where it comes from."

Selecting the right wall covering or

awning for a property is important, but
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Puchovsky said fire protection should

not be a cost effective shortcut.

"There's a wide range of pricing on

these products," he said of flame retar-

dants. "Some are less expensive but the

basis is just for fire protection quality.

You may run into something aestheti-

cally that you want to use."

Health issues and legislation

One chemical found in many flame
retardants-PBDE (polybrominated
diphenyl ethers)-has been the focus
of recent legislation in many states due

to health concerns. Europe started
the push, banning many retardants in
2004.

In June, Oregon passed House
bill SB962, banning two forms of
PBDE toxic flame retardants.
Deputy State Fire Marshall John
Gaul said both banned retardants
harmed the environment.

PBDEs reduce the flammability in

carpet pads and foam cushions and
are blended during the manufacturing

process. A survey conducted by

Washington's ecology office found
PBDEs have been linked to pre -natal

development pioblems after they were

found in human blood, fat and breast

milk. Currently, the Washington leg-
islature is hearing recommendations
to phase out all PBDEs.

California Assembly Bill 302 pro-

hibits the future use of PBDEs and
OBDEs (octabrominated diphenyl
ethers), which affect the chemical

makeup of polyurethane foam pads
and other furniture and mattresses.

The rush to ban some retardants isn't

limited to the West Coast. In Michigan,

Public acts 526 and 562 ban two
types of PBDEs-penta-BDE and
octa-BDE-found in television sets,

draperies and construction materials.

Underwriting Laboratory and

Factory Mutual-the third party

testers-factor in input from commer-

cial and government users for testing

purposes. Puchovsky said the codes do

not tell consumers what products to
use, but how to use them.

So when it comes down to deciding

on which flame retardant to use, it all

depends on what makes the most sense

for the building.

Oregon's fire marshal Gaul said:
"Right now, all we require is whatever

product you're going to use, you must

prove a third party tested it and it
meets the flame spread rating." LI

Painting with

certa nty:

11k
iIL

CertaPro Painters-.
Residential. Commercial. lnteri

Gall today for a oomph

888.GoCerta (888.462.3782) Www.certhpr0.Com

______
CertaPro Painters uses Sherwin-williams quality

____________ paints and stains as well as other fine products.
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vision

ur focus
Your success depends on how effectively you turn

great ideas into a great company. RealFoundations is a

consulting firm with a single focus: providing structured

solutions that help you articulate your goals and

effectively implement your vision.

Our exclusive commitment to the real estate industry

allows us to help our clients anticipate change, drive

technological innovation, seize new opportunities and

improve their position in the competitive landscape.

For more information on how you can benefit from our

focus, contact Christopher Shaida directly at 212-750-9001

(chris.shaida@realfoundations.net), or contact Scott Morey

directly at 31 2-377-781 2 (scott.morey@realfoundations.net)
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It pays to be green

The TectaGreenTM living rooftop incorporates a specially
engineered system of layers to protect roof membranes
from extreme temperature fluctuations and ultraviolet
radiation. TectaGreen can double the life span of conven-
tional roofs while providing energy savings by reducing
heating and cooling costs.

"Green roofs can save millions of dollars in energy con-

sumption, improve air quality and reduce green house gas
emissions. We're committed to making green roofs an
important part of our future commercial and residential
roofing efforts," said Mark Gaulin, president of Magco
Inc., the Baltimore, Md. operating division of Tecta
America Corp. and senior vice president of the National
Roofing Contractors Association.

TectaGreen conforms to the rigorous Green Building
Rating System standards, qualifies for LEED certification for

tax benefits and improves site utilization by reducing the
impervious surface area of a building to increase potential
square footage for construction.

Raising the roof, raising standards

The National Roofing Contractors Association Web site,
http://www.nrca.net, provides helpful information for
selecting the right contractor to replace or restore roofs.

The association is one of the construction industry's
oldest trade associations with more than 4,600 members.
One of the association's goals is to help roofing specialists

gain a competitive advantage in the industry and improve

members' businesses.

The association provides a suggested roofing contractor

qualification statement on the site to help building owners
make smart and informed decisions when selecting a
roofer. The statement can be downloaded for free.

Elements of Roofing: A Guide for Building Owners is for

sale on the site. The material addresses contractor selec-
tion, roofing materials, steep- and low -slope roof systems,

warranties, proper design considerations and inspection
and maintenance. Other products like the Energy Wise Roof

Calculator and the NRCA Waterproofing Manual are also
available on the site.

Roofing made smart

Sarnafil's EnergySmart Roofs is designed to provide maximum

watertight protection for your building while reflecting the

sun's energy to reduce energy costs.

The EnergySmart Roof meets EPA ENERGYSTAR
requirements for reflectivity and qualifies for one point toward

the United States Green Building Council's LEED program.

A scientific study conducted by the DOE and
Environmental Protection Agency (LBNL-47 149) to measure

the energy savings from the use of white reflective roofing on

a 100,000 square -foot retail store in Austin, Texas, found the

EnergySmart Roof reduced peak summertime air conditioning

demand by 14 percent versus the use of a black EPDM roof.

Annual energy savings were estimated at $7,200 (7.2 cents per

square foot per year).

Durable roofs, lasting investment

Leak -proof, resistant to chemicals, fire and high winds and vir-

tually maintenance -free, Duro-Last roofs were built to last.

Since 1978 Duro-Last Roofing Inc. has manufactured a
custom prefabricated, reinforced, thermoplastic single -ply

roofing system, ideal for any flat or low -sloped application.

Authorized contractors can easily install the Duro-Last roofing

system without disrupting daily operations for a company.

They system's white membrane reflects up to 87 percent of

the sun's energy, delivering real cost savings for buildings

throughout North America. Over a billion square feet of
Duro-Last membrane have been installed and provide water-

tight protection for facilities of all shapes and sizes.
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Manage your properties quicker and more efficiently than
ever with the new standard in property management
software. Property Connection allows you to easily utilize
powerful property and tenant management features,
in addition to a full -featured accounting system. With
Property Connection, you'll be able to track rent activities,
unit availability, vendor and contractor payables. and print
over 100 property management and financial reports.

Also featuring 24 -hour toll free support and free Updates'

- Unlimited buildings and
units at no extra charge!

- Complete accounting
system

- Tracks work orders
- Full financial and manage-

ment reports, including late
notices, leases, and checks

- And so much more!

Also available:
-Credit card processing
-QuickBooks DirectLink

Call us TOLL FREE 888-486-4343

Lit

 Late Notices  Check Writing Work Orders
 Over 120 Reports  Tenant Statements  1099s

Plus. over 35 new features in Tenant Pro 7!
 Now Wizards
 Integrates with Word. Excel, PDF and HTML
 Export to OuickBooks

Tenant Pro 7 combines a powerful property management database
with a complete accounting system to track vital information
on tenants, owners, properties, Units, and vendors.

FREE Trial Version!
Call (800) 964-2792

or visit www.tenantpro.com/freetrial

'TendntPro.com l PROPERTY AUTOMA1ON'

5) Copyright 1996 - 2005 Property Automation Soliware Corporation

First
Impressions

Count!
Signage communicates your
FIRST IMIRESS11ON to

PROSPECTIVE RESIDENTS.

Wood Concepts, Inc.
P.O. Box 150007  2640 N. Darhirigton Ave.firtCarved Signs
Tulsa. OK 74115  1-800-331-5903

'WOODCONCF.vrS (918) 836-9481  FAx: (918) 836-7461
wdconcept@aol.com
Visit our webs ite! www.woodconcepts cc

We make GREAT FIRST
IMPRESSIONS last!Is]m1'TiW

Looking to maximize your

IREM membership - instantly?

All it takes is a
few minutes...

Visit www.vrem.org
to update your IREM
profile today!

What's in it for you?

Owners and investors can find you easily
through our online member directory

With updated information, we can customize
your membership experience

Update your profile at www.irem.org!

I,.'
IREM Institute of Real Estate Management
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Customer service legends
Superior service creates stories customers
never forget

by Jeff Williford, CPM, CCIM

Everyone in the service indus-

try has heard the story about

the Nordstrom sales associate who

refunded a set of snow tires at a cus-

tomer's request. If you are not familiar

with Nordstrom, it is a department

store specializing in fashionable cloth-

ing: They don't sell tires! Still, the asso-

ciate reached into the cash register and

refunded the money. This story has

turned into a legend and made
Nordstrom synonymous with cus-
tomer service.

Many years ago I purchased a sport

utility vehicle. I noticed the stick shift

regularly slid out of gear when I was

driving, so I took it back to the deal-

ership. It was a Friday, and they
offered me a vehicle for the weekend

at no charge-a comfortable full-size
sedan, several grades higher than
mine. I remember the feel of the car,

which was exquisite.

When it was time to return the
vehicle, I made the trade with some

reluctance. The dealer provided ser-

vice beyond what was necessary I left

feeling the problem I initially had was

a non -issue. Can you guess how many

times I have shared that story?

If you can solve people's problems,

even make them glad they had a prob-

lem, you grasp the concept. The key is

to think big and consider what is with-

in your control to make a customer
feel special and valued when things go

wrong. Here are a few specifics:

Remember, the customer is always
right-even when they are wrong.

If you can't provide what the cus-
tomer wants, find a better solution.

Move mountains, or appear like
you're moving mountains to make

them happy.

 Be there for your customers.
Make sure they know you are
focused on resolving their prob-
lems. Maintain eye contact, smile

and show empathy.

 If you can't solve a problem, find
someone who can. Solutions do not

always come from inside your orga-

nization. Develop vendor relation-

ships or make business alliances
you can capitalize on to find a
resolution.

 Provide a budget and policy ailow-
ing employees to make decisions

on the spot. A service provider call-

ing for permission tells the cus-

tomer the person waiting on him

or her has no authority. Create an

environment that empowers your
employees, and give them the tools

to knock the customer's socks off.

 If you tell a customer what your
policy is, you are heading into dan-

gerous territory. You are setting

them up for a refusal, and they see

it coming. Focus on what you can

do, and politely let the customer

know your limitations.

 Always under promise and over
deliver.

Start each day looking for opportu-

nities to create exceptional service. Just

give it a try. You might create a story

and become a legend a customer will

never forget. E

Jeff Williford, CPM, CCIM, (jwilliford@wiIIi-
fordgroup.com) is president of Williford
Property Group and a senior investment advi-
sor for Sperry Van Ness.

JPM www.irem.org
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Walsh, John. Commit to Serious Savings, Mar/Apr 2005: 44-

46

Washington, property management licensing legislation in,
Mar/Apr 2005: 5

Water use, direct billing of residents for, Jan/Feb 2005: 7
Watts, Mary; Let the Sun Shine In, Jul/Aug 2005: 60-6 1
Web -enabled parking, as desired tenant service, Nov/Dec

2005: 26
Web portal shopping, as desired tenant service, Nov/Dec

2005: 26
Web sites, Jan/Feb 2005: 9, May/Jun 2005: 9, Jul/Aug 2005:

11; Mar/Apr 2005: 9, Sep/Oct 2005: 11, Nov/Dec
2005: 10

nov/dec 2005



What all the best -dressed roofs
are wea1ingthjsyear

You can buy an "off the rack"
single -ply roof anywhere. But for real
long-tenn value, why not invest in a
custom -fit DuroLast® roofing system?
Every Duro-Last roofing system is precision
fabricated to fit each building perfectly,
and delivered to the job site with up to 85
percent of the seaming already completed
in our factory. That means your roof goes
on faster, with less disruption and less
chance for future leaks.

Best of all, the Øroven performance of a
Duro-Last roofing system means your
investment will continue to pay off for
years to come, with significant energy
savings, little to no maintenance, and
the best warranties in the business.

Invest in the system that will make
you - and your roof - look good: the
Duro-Last roofing system.

Duro-Last' and The World's Best Roof" are registered marks owned by Duro-Last Roofing, Inc.
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"We evaluated a number of appilcations, and
Yard! provided the best, most fully integrated
solution... Yardi has a mature product, and a

proven record in the industry. We sought a flexible
front and back -end integrated system to better
serve clients with more timely information."

-James Krohn, Chief Operations Officer
Alliance Residential Company

i ALLIANCE
'7 RESIDENTIAL COMPANY

Alliance Residential Company
is one of the largest third party

;.-- management companies in the
Western United States, with a

: . - S2.5 billion portfolio comprised of

---.-_. 27,000 units, spanning 7 states
and 16 metropolitan markets.
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YARDI
www.yardi.com
U.S. (800)866-1144

Canada (888) 569-2734

U.K. +44 (0)20 72972085

The Number One Choice

in Property and Asset Management Software

__________ ".webinar Yardi Voyager

Application So,vice Provider (Lv. On-line Product Demo Yard Internet -Dosed Scsftvroro

Yardi Systems, Inc. 4305. Fairview Ave. Goleta, CA 93117 800.866.1144 www.yardi.com
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